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1 - SHOOTER’S BIBLE BOOKS                    
Three annuals 1986,89,90. Soft cover, 500 pages each cover-
ing firearms available in those years. VGC

2 - ASSORTED KNIVES                         
A bag containing two throwing knives and nine pocket 
knives. FC

3 - MILITARY BOOKS                          
Two coffee table style hard cover, large format books. D 
Day with Foreward by Churhill plus Combat, covering tech-
niques and equipment. VGC

4 - GUN COLLECTING BOOKS                    
The Complete Collectors & Traders Guide to Guns of the 
World, circa 1972 US,  hard cover. Collecting Military An-
tiques by F Wilkinson, covering Miltaria  and firearms, hard 
cover 1984. VGC

5 - AK MAG POUCH                            
A Chinese Viet Cong style green canvas mag pouch to fit 
three 30R mags and  four accessory pouches. Contains plas-
tic oil bottle. GC 

6 - AK MAGAZINE                             
A 30R mag to suit 7x39 cal AK or 56S. Ribbed spine model. 
VGC

7 - MARTINI HENRY PARTS                     
Approx. 30 small parts for the Martini Henry rifle. GC

8 - LEE ENFIELD PARTS                       
Approx. 25 small parts for the Lee Enfield. GC

9 - COLLECTORS SHOTGUN AMMO                 
Two 25R packets of vintage 12g ammo. Noble Ballistile and 
unopened Eley ICI  Special trap shooting.  GC  ALR

10 - 7.62 MG LINK                            
260 disintergrating metal links in original 20R packet for the 
M60 or similar  MG. NEW

11 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE                 
A US Stevens Favourite .22 single shot rifle. 22” octagonal 
to round barrel  in .22lr cal with original sights. Metalwork 
with most dulling original blue some bruising on the action 
with dark patina. GC original woodwork with  cracked butt 
plate.  GWO&C ALR

12 - STEVENS VISIBLE LOADER RIFLE            
Pump action .22lr rifle. 20 1/2” round barrel marked Ste-
vens Visible loader.  Metalwork has dark patina with traces 
of original blue. GC woodwork with  small chip out of the 
forend and butt plate. GWO&C  ALR

13 - STEVENS SHOTGUN                         
US Stevens single shot 12g. 29 1/2” ejector barrel with 1/2 
choke. Metalwork with dark grey patina, woodwork with 
scratching and original butt plate.   F-GWO&C  ALR

14 - 303 BLANK                               
90R of 303 cal blank. In original 10R paper packets marked 
CAC MARK V and  dated 44.  ExC ALR

15 - 7X64 AMMO                               
Approx. 114R of 7x64 cal ammo.  All Czech Sellier and Bel-
lot brand. GC  ALR

16 - K98 RIFLE                               
A WWII Nazi German 98K 8mm cal rifle. 24” barrel with 
original sights  bayonet lug and cleaning rod. The chamber 
code marked S42 and dated 1938.  All external numbers 
matching and Waffenamt. Metalwork has been  refinished, 
most likely Russian capture gun. ExC woodwork complete 
with  correct sling.  VG-ExWO&C  ALR

17 - ISRAELI MAUSER RIFLE                    
A German WWII rework of a 1917 Gew 98. The gun was 
then converted by the Israelis after the war to 7.62 cal. 24” 
barrel with original sights the chamber marked Mauser etc 
1917 and 7.62 as well as GEW 98 on the action, the  maga-
zine floor plate is Nazi marked. Metalwork with some 
pin pricking and thinning blue. ExC laminate 98 stock.  
GWO&C  ALR

18 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE                    
A model 1944 short rifle. 25” 8mm cal barrel with original 
sights and  bayonet lug etc. The chamber ring marked with 
Spanish Air Force crest.  Metalwork has most overall fin-
ish. VGC original woodwork with semi pistol  grip and sling 
swivels.  VGWO&C  ALR

19 - SPANISH MAUSER SLING                    
For Model 1916 Spanish Mauser, leather with brass buckle.  
VGC

20 - VZ24 SLING                              
A reproduction leather sling for the Czech V224 version of 
the Mauser 98  rifle. VGC

21 - WALTHER PP PISTOL               
A scarce .380 cal German made Walther model PP semi auto 
pistol. 3 3/4”  barrel, original fixed sights on the slide with 
Ulm address. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC 
black plastic original grips. Complete with original & spare 
magazine & the original black plastic box.  ExWO&C   CLR

22 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL           
A post war German made Walther PPK semi auto pistol. 3 
1/4” .32 cal barrel  with original fixed sights and ulm address 
on the slide. Metalwork retains  near all original blue finish. 
VGC brown plastic grips. Complete with  original magazine 
plus a spare in the original red cardboard box. A very nice  
example. VG-ExWO&C CLR

23 - WALTHER .22 CAL PP PISTOL      
A German Walther model PP .22lr cal semi auto pistol. 3 
3/4” barrel, slide  with fixed sights and pre war Zella-Mehlis 
address. Most overall original  blue thinning on the edges 
and missing on the grip straps. ExC original  grips. Includes 
original magazine.  GWO&C  CLR

24 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL              
A German P1 version of the P38 9mm cal pistol. 5” bar-
rel with original  sights and finish. The slide marked with 
Walther banner logo. P1 9mm and  dated 1982. Metal-
work with near all original finish. ExC black plastic grips  
and includes original magazine and black leather holster.  
ExWO&C  B/C

25 - P38 MAGAZINE                            
Post war magazine for Walther 9mm Pistol, dated 1960 and 
Military marks as  well as Walther banner and P1. Thinning 
original finish.  GC

26 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL HOLSTER              
For the WWI German Mauser model 1910/14 .32 cal pistol 
with makers mark &  dated 1917. Would also fit 1934 model. 
Brown leather flap type with external magazine pouch. GC 

27 - OMARK BULLET BOARD                      
“FOUNDERS” Bullet Board - pictures of Vernon and Rich-
ard Speer as well as RCBs founder Fred Huntington. Approx. 
109 assorted projectiles, wooden frame  55x30cm.  ExC

28 - BARNES BULLET BOARD                     
A wooden bullet board for the US bullet maker Barnes. Ap-
prox. 100  projectiles from .22 up to .600 nitro including lots 
of big game bullets. 50cm H x36cm W, one .17 missing and 
another has come loose but present, otherwise  VGC.

29 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD                    
A wooden bullet board for US company Hornady.  Rectangu-
lar design 60x42cm with curved section on each side. Relief 
carved with guns and logo. Entitled  ‘A Tradition of Excel-
lence’, approx. 120 assorted rifle and pistol projectiles  
circa 1980’s. ExC
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30 - WWII LUGER PISTOL                
A now scarce and desirable Mauser made PO8 Luger Pistol. 
4” 9mm cal barrel.  The chamber dated 1939 and the toggle 
code marked 42. Nazi marked on barrel and frame. Metal-
work has near all original finish turning plum around the  
chamber. Trigger, safety and extractor are correctly blued, 
not straw  coloured.  All external numbers match except cor-
rect alloy base plate  magazine. Hard to find better example 
of this sought after WWII pistol.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

31 - NAZI RZM PPK PISTOL             
A pre war circa 1934-35 Walther PPK pistol. 3 1/4” .32 
cal barrel with  the slide marked with Walther banner and 
Zella Mehlis address, PPK and RZM logo and has 90 degree 
safety. Metalwork has thinning to grey metal, original finish, 
ExC original brown bakelite grips with matching magazine  
with finger groove. Also includes its original break away 
black leather holster marked D.R.G.M and Albrecht Kind 
logo. A very hard to find PPK for the Walther and WWII 
collector alike.  GWO&C  B/CLR

32 - WWI LUGER PISTOL                
An excellent example of a early WWI DWM P08 Luger 
pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel.  The chamber dated 1915 and 
the toggle DWM. Metalwork has nearly all original  bright 
blue and straw colors, some slight holster wear on the side-
plate and rails. All external numbers match except maga-
zine which is the correct wooden base type. ExC original 
wooden chequered grips, one of the nicest examples of this 
early WWI Luger.   ExWO&C  B/CLR

33 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL              
A second model WWII Nazi German Mauser HSC semi au-
tomatic pistol. 3 1/4” .32  cal barrel. The slide marked with 
Mauser Banner and Oberndorf address Mod  HSC and Kal 
7.65mm the frame Waffenamt on the trigger guard. Metal-
work has most overall original blue with a couple of isolated 
areas of holster wear  and minor pin pricking. VGC original 
wooden grips. Includes original  magazine and 1938 dated 
break away red/brown leather holster with Ackva makers 
mark.  VGWO&C  CLR

34 - P08 RUGER CLEANING ROD                  
An original early type cleaning rod for the Luger 4” P08 
pistol. Bent steel  construction with brass tip. Now very 
scarce. GC

35 - ARTILLERY LUGER CLEANING ROD            
For the WWI Artillery pistol. Original steel type rod with 
barrel, wooden  handle and brass tip. GC

36 - LUGER AMMO                              
Two 16R packets of original 9mm German Luger ammo. 
One WWI and the second  WWII. Some fading and damage 
to the labels. GC  ALR

37 - LUGER GRIPS                             
A pair of original chequered wooden grips to suit the Luger 
pistol. Matching numbers and Imperial proved on the inside. 
ExC 

38 - HECKLER & KOCH RIFLE           
A seldom seen German H&K model 93 semi automatic 
.223 cal assault rifle. 18” barrel with original flash hider. 
Includes the original foresight and rotary rear sight. The re-
ceiver marked HK93 and caliber 2 position selector. Metal-
work with near all original finish, showing some slight heat 
wear at  the muzzle and ejecting case marks. VGC original 
synthetic stocks missing the bipod from the forend. Includes 
original sling and 25R magazine.  VGWO&C   ELR

39 - 308 CAL  AK47 RIFLE                 
A Yugoslav M77B1 semi auto version of the AK47 in 
7.62x51 nato cal. 20”  barrel with flash hider and bayo-
net lug. Original sights with flip up tritium night sights. 
The pressed receiver with all over original finish marked  
Zastava Yugoslavia and AK47 7.62x51. Includes original 
20R magazine and  matching number. ExC woodwork. 
A very hard to find assault rifle for the  collector/shooter.  
ExWO&C ELR

40 - VZ 58 RIFLE                   
A Czech model 58 7x39 cal assault rifle modified to semi 
automatic. 15”  barrel with original bayonet lug and sights. 
Metalwork retains most overall  original grey paint finish, 
thinning on the edges. ExC original particle  board wooden 
stock and includes original 30R magazine. 
VGWO&C  ELR

41 - H&K SCOPE MOUNT                         
A good quality US A.R.M.S quick removable scope mount 
to fit the G3 or 93/33  semi auto rifle. ExC

42 - VZ58 BAYONET                            
A scarce bayonet for Czech VZ58 rifle particle board grip. 6 
3/4” blued  blade and leather scabbard. ExC

43 - VZ58 MAG AND POUCH                      
A hard to find spare original 30R magazine for the 7x39 cal 
rifle plus brown  leather four cell mag pouch. VGC

44 - AK74 MAGAZINE AND POUCH                 
A brown wood grain plastic magazine for the 5.45x39 cal 
AK74 rifle, plus 4  cell camo magazine pouch. ExC 

45 - RUSSIAN SNIPER SCOPE                    
A circa 1960’s/70’s PSO-1 infra-red detector telescopic 
sight with mount. To  suit Draganov series of rifles. Includes 
cloth bag with accessories. VGC 

46 - WALTHER MODEL 9 PISTOL        
A very desirable and tiny Walther model 9 semi auto 6 shot 
.25 cal semi auto  pistol. Most overall blue and marked with 
Walther banner. ExC original hard  rubber grips with blue 
and gold logo. Includes original Walther marked  magazine. 
VGWO&C CLR

47 - WALTHER MODEL 1 PISTOL            
A seldom seen early Walther Model 1, 6 shot semi auto .25 
cal pistol circa  1908-14. 2” barrel with original foresight. 
Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces of original 
blue on the barrel. Slide with German proofs and  marked 
Selbstlade - Pistole cal 6.35. Cross bolt safety and marked 
Walthers  patent on the frame. ExC original hard rubber 
grips, includes original  magazine. Missing firing pin oth-
erwise GC  CLR

48 - WALTHER MODEL 5 PISTOL          
German Walther model 5 .25 cal 6 shot semi auto pistol 
circa 1913-19.  2 1/4”  barrel, metalwork with most overall 
blue and some loss around the front of  the slide. Marked 
with Walther banner etc. Left hand side of the grip is  broken 
& missing a section otherwise G-VGWO&C CLR 

49 - BROWNING PISTOL               
A Belgian model 1910 semi auto pistol.  3 1/2” .32 cal bar-
rel with integral  sight groove in the slide. Marked with FN 
Herstal address. Metalwork  retaining near all original blue 
finish, thinning slightly on the edges. ExC  original hard rub-
ber grips and includes original magazine.  ExWO&C  CLR

50 - GERMAN HI POWER HOLSTER                 
A scarce WWII period black leather flap holster for the 
Browning Hi Power  pistol. Has a pouch on side for spare 
magazine and is code marked 885 on the  back for Nazi Ger-
man war time production. A very hard to find holster.  VGC

51 - 1911 A1 HOLSTER                          
An original US Military brown leather flap holster for the 
Colt 1911 A1 pistol. Marked US on the flap and ENGER-
KRESS 1942 on the back.  VG-ExC 

52 - BERETTA 1934 HOLSTER                    
A black leather flap holster and belt for the WWII Italian 
Beretta M1934  pistol.  ExC 

53 - AFRIKA CORPS BELT                       
WWII Nazi German Afrika Corps canvas belt and buckle. 
Buckle has most original green finish and marked GOTT 
MITUNS with an eagle over Swastika.   VGC
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54 - NAZI WAR MERIT CROSS                    
WWII bronze cross, second class with swords and dated 
1939. Bronze colour  complete with red + B&W ribbon. 

55 - WWI IRON CROSS                          
Imperial German WWI 1914 Iron cross, first class. Most 
overall original  finish.  VGC

56 - THREE NAZI BADGES                       
A tie pin with the Nazi Eagle plus a reef design badge with 
Swaztika and  letters broken at the catch. Also a repro pin 
badge of metalic blue  Swaztika.  F-GC

57 - GERMAN EPAULETS                         
Two WWI Imperial German Epaulets with Imperial crown 
buttons. One grey the other gold with crossed cannons. 
These were often removed from dead bodies  for intelli-
gence gathering purposes. VGC

58 - KRIEGSMARINE LETTER OPENER              
A small letter opener version of the German Naval dagger. A 
135mm blade and  190mm overall length. Orange celluloid 
handle with Imperial pommel. VGC 

59 - MG42 MACHINEGUN               
A circa 1942-44 WWII Nazi German MG42 8mm cal ma-
chine gun. 20” barrel plus original flashhider. The ventilat-
ed hand guard fitted with original folding sights and code 
marked bpr as is the feed cover. Fitted with correct folding  
bi pod. The chamber is clearly Waffenamt and Nazi marks 
are also elsewhere  on the gun. The rear of the receiver is 
marked GH? MG42 then seial number and cra ordnance 
code. The serial number matches the feed cover. Metalwork  
has near all overall black finish, ExC bakelite butt stock, one 
of the grip  scales is cracked but complete. Includes a spare 
barrel that has been  renumbered to the gun sometime past. 
These iconic MG’s were the first to use  stamped parts and 
rolling locking bolt and had an extremely high 1200RPM  
cyclic rate. Good examples are now very hard to find. VG-
ExWO&C  CLR

60 - MG34 MACHINE GUN                 
A WWII Nazi German 8mm cal MG34 MG. 28” barrel with 
flash hider and  ventilated guard. The receiver code marked 
dot and dated 1944 and correct rear sight. Mismatched num-
bers and Nazi marked. Metalwork has near all finish. ExC 
bakerlite pistol grip and VGC wooden butt stock. Missing  
the carry handle otherwise G-VGWO&C  CLR

61 - MG34/42 MAGAZINES                       
2 50R drums for the WWII MG34/42. Retains near all black 
finish code marked and dated contained in their green code 
marked carrier & includes 2 50R links and starter tab. VGC

62 - MG 42 MAGAZINES
Pair of drum magazines contained in their late pattern can-
vas carrier with faint waffenamt & codes plus 2 lots of link 
& a starter tab. VGC                        

63 - MG42 ACTION COVER                       
Green canvas with leather straps for the German MG42 
MG.  VGC

64 - MG34 ACTION COVER                       
Dark green canvas webbing with leather piping and straps, 
plus meatal  buckles. Shows some use. VGC

65 - MARLIN .38 STANDARD REVOLVER      
A US circa 1878-87 standard model break open 5 shot re-
volver similar to the S&W No2. 3 1/2” barrel marked 38 
standard 1873 & Marlin address on the left side. Metalwork 
retains nearly all  original nickel plating. ExC original hard 
rubber grips, hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

66 - IVER JOHNSON REVOLVER            
US circa 1890-1910 double action only 5 shot hammer-
less revolver. 3 1/4”  barrel . The rib marked Iver Johnson’s 
Arms and Cycle Works etc. Metalwork has thinning original 
blue, bright in some areas. ExC original  hard rubber grips.  
GWO&C  CLR

67 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER        
Italian reproduction Colt 1873 single action Army revolver. 
7 1/2” 44-40 cal  barrel with near all original blue finish and 
case coloured frame. ExC wood  grips and includes original 
box. ExWO&C B/CLR

68 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER           
Uberti made reproduction 1873 single action Army revolv-
er. 5 1/2” 44-40 cal  barrel with near all blue finish. Case 
coloured frame and VGC wood grips.  Includes original 
box. VGC  B/CLR

69 - WALKER REVOLVER                 
Italian Uberti reproduction of a Colt .44 cal Walker percus-
sion revolver. 9” round to square barrel with most overall 
blue. Bright case colors on the frame. Brass trigger guard 
and VGC wood grips. Includes original box. 
VGWO&C  B/CLR

70 - SINGLE ACTION BOOK                      
‘Shooting Colt Single Actions’ by Venturino, 250 pages soft 
cover, large  format, B&W photos. In as new ExC

71 - LONDON COLT BOOK                        
Col Colt London - The History of Colt’s London Firearms 
1851-1857 by Rosa. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 
215 pages. Long out of  print reference book.  VGC

72 - REMINGTON GUN BOOK                      
Remington handguns by Karr. Small format, hard cover, 
B&W  photos, 150 pages. A long out of print reference book 
for Antique Remington  handguns.  GC

73 - WINCHESTER BOOK                         
Famous Guns from the Winchester Collection by Bowman. 
Small format, hard  cover book covering the Winchester and 
early repeating rifles.  GC

74 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN                      
A circa 1953 Winchester Model 12 sporting 12g shotgun. 26 
1/2” barrel  including the factory fitted poly choke. Marked 
Winchester Model 12 on the barrel etc. Metalwork retains 
near all original bright blue. ExC original  butt stock with 
plate and forend. Hard to find a better example and  includes 
shop manual and instructions.  ExWO&C ALR

75 - WINCHESTER M63 RIFLE                    
Circa 1938 M63 .22lr cal semi automatic rifle, 22 1/2” barrel 
marked  Winchester etc and fitted with special order Lyman 
receiver mounted peep  sight and foresight as well as correct 
rear sight blanking device. The top of the receiver has two 
small tapped screw holes. Metalwork has dark patina  on 
the barrel with traces of original blue which are also on the 
receiver. GC  original wood work with aged crack repair and 
sling swivels.  GWO&C  ALR

76 - WINCHESTER COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE          
Antlered game model featuring 19” 30-30 cal barrel with 
full length  magazine. Gold plated barrel bands action and 
leaver. Engraved with deer and  scroll pattern, deluxe cheq-
uered walnut stock with deer head medalion. In  near origi-
nal condition with a very small amount of flaking on the 
lever.  Missing the box.  ExWO&C  ALR

77 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE                     
Circa 1917 M06 .22lr pump action rifle. 19 1/4” round bar-
rel with makers  name and original sights and 3/4 magazine. 
Metalwork with dark to grey patina. GC original wood work 
with worn but original butt plate. GWO&C 

78 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE                 
US Stevens Favourite single shot falling block rifle, 22” 
octaganal to round  barrel in .25 stevens cal with original 
sights, marked with makers name, address and caliber. 
The barrel with most overall dulling original blue. The  ac-
tion with dark patina and traces of original case colours. 
VGC original  wood work missing the butt plate otherwise 
VGWO&C ALR
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79 - WINCHESTER PARTS                        
At least 20 small parts for Winchester 92 and 03. GC

80 - WINCHESTER PARTS                        
Similar to previous lot.  GC

81 - THREE BAND SNIDER                       
A British Militaty Volunteer 3 brand .577 cal snider rifle, 
36” barrel with  correct sights and retaining near all original 
blue finish. Lock marked VR under crown L.A Co. 1863. 
Breech marked BSA and Sniders Patent. ExC original  wood 
work with clear London Armoury, stock cortouche also 
dated 1863. This  particular Snider has been presented as a 
prize and is engraved on the butt  plate: Presented By Mrs 
De Windt to the 16th Wilts Rifle Volunteers, 3rd  prize. A top 
example with nice providence. ExWO&C ALR

82 - SNIDER CARBINE                          
A British/NZ Military ‘2 BAND’ snider carbine, 23” .577 
cal barrel with  original sights. The lock plate marked with 
makers name BSA etc and dated  1875, the rear with crown 
over VR. Metalwork with dark patina, WD and  British 
proved. VGC original wood work with clear stock cartouche 
and NZ  marked on the butt plate. Complete with original 
leather sling, chain and  nipple protector. VGWO&C  ALR

83 - MILLBANK AMSLER RIFLE                   
A scarce Swiss Military circa 1863 original percussion con-
version to 10.4  rimfire with swinging block mechanism. 
36” barrel with original sights lock  plate marked W. SAU-
ERBREY and the block T.H KLAUSS who converted the 
rifle  for the Military. Metalwork with grey to dark patina 
and Swiss Military  marked. ExC original wood work.  
G-VGWO&C  ALR

84 - VETTERLI RIFLE                          
A scarce Swiss Military Vetterli patent bolt action rifle. 33” 
10.4 rimfire  cal barrel with original sights. The receiver 
marked Waffenfabrik Bern and  Swiss cross. Tubular maga-
zine and set double trigger. Metalwork has dark  grey patina 
and some slight pinpricking in areas. ExC original wood 
work  with sling swivels and rod.  GWO&C ALR

85 - SCHMIDT RUBEN 1886 RIFLE                
A Swiss Military 7.5x53 cal straight pull bolt action rifle. 
30” barrel with  original sights and bayonet lug. Breech 
marked with Swiss cross. Metalwork with most overall 
original dulling finish. VGC original woodwork complete  
with sling.  VGWO&C  ALR

86 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET                   
A British/NZ Military bayonet for the Martini Henry rifle, 
21 1/2” WD marked  cruciform blade with some staining. 
ExC original leather and brass scabbard complete with NZ 
marked leather frog.  VGC 

87 - CONFEDERATE BAYONET                     
A scarce and unusual socket bayonet. Most likely a US Civ-
al War confederate bayonet, 16 1/4” cruciform blade with-
out markings, 18 3/4” overall length.  Polished steel with 
some staining and minor pitting in parts. Includes its  black 
leather and rivet construction scabbard. GC

88 - REMINGTON LEE BAYONET                   
Socket cruciform bayonet for he model 1885 Remington 
Lee rifle. 22” blade  with grey to dark patina and minor pin-
pricking. GC

89 - BRITISH MILITARY RIFLE BOOK             
British Military Longarms 1715-1815 by D Bailey. Hard-
cover, small format, 80 pages, B&W photos. Long out of 
print reference book.  VGC

90 - BRITISH MILITARY BOOK                   
Treatise on Military Small Arms and Ammunition 1888. 
This book was compiled  in 1888 and used as a Military 
text book. Now out of print. Hardcover, 150  pages, B&W 
photos and illustrations. VGC

91 - AUSTRALIAN RIFLE BOOK                   
Australian Service Longarms by Skennerton, 213 pages, 
hardcover, small  format, B&W photos covering from the 
‘Brown Bess’ to the ‘SLR’  with much of the same equip-
ment, it is an ideal referance book for the  NZ/British collec-
tor. Now out of print.  VGC

92 - BAYONET BOOK                            
Australian Service Bayonets by Skennerton. Hardcover, 
small format, B&W photos, 130 pages. Companion book to 
the previous lot, now out of  print. VGC

93 - STEYR M9 PISTOL                
Austrian Steyr model M9 9mm cal semi auto pistol. 4” bar-
rel with fixed  sights on the slide, black polymer frame. Near 
all original finish, includes spare magazine and manual. 
VG-ExWO&C  CLR

94 - TAURUS 9MM PISTOL          
A Brazilian PT99 semi auto 9mm pistol. 5” barrel with 
original adjustable sights. Stainless steel slide with minor 
scratching. GC rubber grips. Includes original magazine. 
VG-GWO&C  B/CLR

95 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL                
Austrian 9mm semi auto pistol with 4 1/2” barrel. Original 
sights and slide  with all original finish. Polymer frame with 
tac rail and finger grooves.  Includes original box and three 
spare magazines. Shows very little use.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

96 - ASTRA REVOLVER               
A Spanish Astra cadix model double action revolver. 6” 
32 S&W long cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork 
with most overall original blue VGC original woodwork.  
VGWO&C  B/CLR

97 - ELEY’S AMMUNITION PRINT                 
A framed photographic print of an Eley’s shotgun cartridge 
board, 64x52 cm  with Sepia image showing logo and as-
sorted cartridges. Wooden frame with  glass front.  VGC

98 - WINCHESTER PRINT                        
A wooden and glass framed re print put out by Winchester. 
The image of the  bullet board with rimfire cartridges circa 
1870’s and has yellow background  as well as hunting im-
age. ExC

99 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD                     
Featuring approx. 95 projectiles on wooden board with oval 
cut out. Sierra  Bullets on top and Founded 1947 at the bot-
tom, the writing and the edge with a burnt poker design, 
61x46 cm.  ExC

100 - BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLE      
A US Military WWII M1918A2 B.A.R circa 1944. 26 1/2” 
30-06 barrel fitted  with late pattern bipod. The top of the re-
ceiver marked BROWNING AUTOMATIC  RIFLE US cal 
30 M1918A2 MANUFACTURED BY NE SMALL ARMS 
CORP. Fitted with  original rear sight. Marked Armasteel in 
front of the trigger guard. Near  all parkerised finish ExC 
black plastic stock and wood forend complete with  
original sling and box magazine. VGWO&C  CLR

101 - M2 CARBINE                    
A US Military M2 select fire .30 carbine. 18” barrel with 
original sights, flash hider and marked Inland Division Gen-
eral Motors and dated 45. The  chamber marked US Carbine 
cal .30 M2. The receiver fitted with adjustable  sight and 
also marked Inland. Metalwork with most overall original 
finish,  thinning near the selector and chamber. VGC wood-
work complete with sling and  oiler. Also includes its correct 
30R magazine and bayonet with leather  stacked handle and 
fibreglass sheath.  VGWO&C  CLR
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102 - M1 CARBINE                   
A US Military WWII period M1 carbine. 18” .30 carbine 
cal barrel with original foresight and bayonet lug. Barrel 
marked Inland and dated 1944. The receiver marked US 
CARBINE CAL .30 M1 and the rear marked INLAND DIV. 
Fitted  with adjustable rear sight. Metalwork with near all 
original finish.  ExC  wood work with very few minor marks 
and includes dark green webbing sling and oiler.  A top ex-
ample.  ExWO&C ELR

103 - M1/M2 CARBINE MAGAZINE ETC              
Two 30R magazines for the M1/M2 carbine. Includes rub-
ber end protectors and  double clip.  VGC

104 - BAR MAGAZINES                           
Two 20R magazines for the US Military Browning 1918 A2 
automatic rifle.  Both are unused in their original greese pa-
per and Seymour manufactured.   ExC 

105 - US GRENADE LAUNCHER                     
A US Military WWII period grenade launcher for the M1 
Garand. Marked model  M7A3 and the rifle can be fired with 
the launcher on. Most overall original  finish. ExC

106 - RIFLE GRENADE                           
A deactivated US WWII MRII rifle frag grenade and adap-
tor, both painted olive drab, adaptor marked M1A2 and 
dated 1944. ExC

107 - US TENT                                 
A US Military tent, WWII type individual tent. Dark green 
canvas  construction marked US on the side. ExC except 
small 5cm rip on one of the  eyelits. No rope poles or pegs. 
VGC

108 - WEBLEY MK5 REVOLVER            
A WWI British Military .455 cal revolver. 4” barrel ord-
nance marked and mark V.  The frame with makers mark 
and dated 1915. Near all original finish. VGC  original 
rounded wood grips with minor chip complete with lanyard 
loop. Hard  to find a better example of the earlier Webley.  
ExWO&C  B/CLR

109 - WEBLEY NO2 REVOLVER               
An Albion Motors No2 MK1** .38 S&W revolver with a 
5” barrel. Frame marked  Albion 1942 without ordnance 
marks. Near all finish in ExC, black hard  rubber grooved 
grips with lanyard ring.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

110 - COLT M92 REVOLVER             
A Colt 1892 Army .41 cal double action revolver. 5 1/8” bar-
rel marked Colt  D A 41 and patent dates ending 95.  Met-
alwork has thin original blue with  speckled finish in parts 
without pitting. ExC hard rubber Army model grips.  
G-VCWO&C B/CLR

111 - WEBLEY PISTOL PARTS              
The major parts of a British Military Webley automatic 
pistol model of 1911. 5” 455 cal barrel. Frame and slide 
marked MARK I N 1916, for Navy model.  Includes back 
strap with hammer etc, two original magazines and a broken  
pair of grips and a few other parts. The metalwork with lite 
pitting and  dark patina. Ideal for the restorer or parts, espe-
cially the extremely rare  magazines. FC  B/CLR

112 - WEBLEY GRIPS                            
An original pair of hard rubber grips for the Webley MKV 
revolver.   VGC

113 - LEE ENFIELD SLING                       
Forest green webbing sling for the NO.5 Jungle Carbine.  
ExC

114 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET                  
British Military knife bayonet for the NO.5 Jungle Carbine. 
8” black blade  with black wooden handle, scabbard and 
dyed black frog.  Most likely Navy issue.  A difficult bayo-
net to find.  VGC

115 - COMMADO DAGGER                          
A WWII 3rd Pattern Sykes Fairbairn dagger. 6 3/4” blade 
with some pitting  and grey patina the circular knurled han-
dle marked with crossed keys and * over D makers marks. 
Without scabbard.  GC

116 - RUSSIAN AK47                 
A Russian made 7.62x39 cal AK47. This has been modified 
to semi automatic  only (due to the fact it was imported as a 
collectors item it is on ‘C’  license not ‘E’). Stamped metal 
receiver,  16 1/2” barrel with original  sights and model 
without flash hider and bayonet. Metalwork with near all  
overall finish. VGC woodwork with chequered pistol grip 
and 30R magazine.  VGWO&C  CLR

117 - CHINESE AK47                 
A battlefield pick up/souvenier AK47 from the Vietnam 
War. 16 1/2” barrel  threaded for muzzle break with origi-
nal sights and underfolding spike bayonet, missing retention 
clip. The machined receiver with Chinese arsenal  marks. 
Metalwork has dark overall patina. The gun is missing the 
bolt  otherwise complete. Wood work with some dings and 
chips but complete. FC CLR

118 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE                      
A 75R drum magazine for the Russian 7x39 cal AK47, also 
fits the 56S rifle.  Near all black paint finish.  VGC

119 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
A 30R 7x39 cal Russian AK47 magazine. Brown plastic 
wood grain finish, as made famous by Bin Laden. A hard to 
find variant.  ExC

120 - AK MAGAZINE                             
30R magazine for the AK47/56S 7X39 cal rifle. Chinese 
made, in original  plastic and in as new ExC 

121 - AK MAGAZINE                             
Same as previous lot. ExC

122 - GEVARM 22 RIFLE                         
Good quality French Gevarm .22lr semi automatic rifle. 21 
1/2” barrel with  original sights and marked with makers 
name etc.   Metalwork with most overall  original finish with 
a 2” section of pitting towards the muzzle. Original  10R 
magazine fitted with a period weaver scope. VGC wood-
work with some dings  and scratches.  GWO&C ALR

123 - BROWNING 22 RIFLE                       
Belgium FN Browning .22lr pump action “Trombone” rifle.  
21” barrel marked  FN etc, with original sights. The tang 
at the back of the takedown receiver  has parker Hale peep 
sight. Metalwork is in ExC with near all original blue  with 
only some slight deterioration on the butt plate. ExC origi-
nal woodwork  without dings or scratches, complete with 
its original cardboard box and  instruction manual making 
it one of  the best examples of these we have seen. A  nice 
collectors piece. Circa 1960’s. ExWO&C  ALR

124 - ERMA 22 M1 CARBINE                      
An interesting German Erma made .22lr version of the M1 
carbine. 18” barrel  with original sights, metalwork retaining 
near all original finish.  ExC  original woodwork complete 
with sling, oiler and instruction manuel and 15R  magazine.  
ExWO&C ALR

125 - BAIKAL .22 RIFLE                        
A modern Russian Baikal MP-161K .22lr semi auto rifle. 14 
1/2” barrel with  open sights and fitted with supressor. The 
receiver with weaver scope base.  Metalwork with all origi-
nal blue.  ExC synthetic thumb hole stock. Includes  two 
10R magazines. In as new ExWO&C
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126 - SAXBY PALMER AIR REVOLVER               
A seldom seen, high quality, German made air revolver & 
pump etc. This system uses a pump to charge the revolver 
style .38/177 cartridges. The  model is a .38 mid size 6 shot 
double action with 2 3/4” barrel marked with Brocock brand. 
Retains all blue, ExC wooden original grip. Includes origi-
nal box, assorted seals, hand charger, six brass cardridges, 
manual etc.  ExWO&C

127 - ACVOKE AIR PISTOL                       
British Accles & Shelvoke Birmingham circa 1930’s collec-
tors air pistol.  Metalwork has most overall thinning blue. 
ExC Acvoke logo Bakerlite grips. A seldom seen air pistol 
for the collector.  G-VGWO&C  NLR

128 - WEBLEY PREMIER AIR PISTOL               
An English Webley & Scott Premier model .22 cal single 
shot target air  pistol. Near all original blue finish and in-
cludes original box. VGWO&C NLR

129 - RADOM AIR PISTOL                        
A scarce and unusual Polish Radom PREDOM - LULZNIR 
.177 air pistol, circa  1970’s. Includes original box, spare 
seal, rod. As new in original box.   ExWO&C  NLR

130 - WEBLEY MK1 AIR PISTOL                   
English Webley & Scott MARK 1 single shot target air pis-
tol in .177 cal.  Nearly all original blue finish and ExC origi-
nal grips. VGWO&C  NLR

131 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER                        
A WWII Nazi German 2nd Model Air Force dagger, 265mm 
blade with makers name and logo on the back (SMF SOLIN-
GEN) as well as Military inspection  mark. The blade is in 
ExC without dings or loss of plating. Correct alloy  eagle 
with Swastika crossguard with pebbled back. Golden col-
oured celluloid  handle with wire wrap. The pommel retains 
gilt on the Swastika which is  seldom found, ExC pebbled 
scabbard complete with original hanger. This is  the finest 
example we have offered for sale and ideal for the discern-
ing  collector.  ExC 

132 - LUFTWAFFE SWORD                         
A seldom offered for sale Nazi German early Luftwaffe Of-
ficers sword. 28  1/2” blade with inspection mark and mak-
ers name Sadeffer. The blade is in  ExC with no dings and 
all plated finish. Original blue leather and wire  wraped grip 
with brass Swastika wheel. Complete with original blue 
leather  bound scabbard, missing some plate otherwise ExC 

133 - LUFTWAFFE CAP                           
Nazi German Air Force Officers visor cap. Blue grey felt 
with silver braid & eagle, the lining is in VGC but missing 
makers label. Makers stamp is on the inside of the band. 
VG-ExC

134 - LUFTWAFFE FLAG                          
Nazi German Air Force Lager flag. Ink blue and yellow with 
Luftwaffe eagle.  The rope is stiched in at each end has been 
repaired at one end, 80x60cm.  GC

135 - NAZI PENNANT                            
An original double sided triangle shaped pennant flag. Red 
with black  Swastika in circle, 230mmx155mm, originals of 
these are hard to find.  VG

136 - GERMAN DAGGER BOOK                      
The Daggers & Edged Weapons of Hitlers Germany by At-
wood. Hard cover, 239 pages, medium format, B&W pho-
tos. An excellent reference book long out of print.  VGC

137 - GERMAN DAGGER RECOGNITION BOOK          
Reproduction Recognition by F. Stephens. Hard cover, 133 
pages, B&W photos. An excellent out of print reference for 
identifying  reproductions, fake daggers & knives from the 
third reich. GC

138 - SWORD AND BAYONET BOOK                  
The Sword & Bayonet makers of Imperial Germany 1871-
1918 by John Walter. Small format, hard cover, B&W il-
lustrations.  GC

139 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER PISTOL      
A circa 1912 C96 Broom handle Mauser pistol. 5 1/2” .30 
Mauser (7.63) cal  barrel. The chamber marked WAFFEN-
FABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N, German Imperial  
proved. The receiver with milled panels and Obendorf ad-
dress on right hand side. Metalwork has most overall origi-
nal blue thinning on the barrel.  Bright fire blue on the sights 
and extractor. Serial numbers except stock  are matching. 
Small ring hammer not fitted with new style safety. GC  
original grips showing wear and original  lanyard ring. GC 
correct type shoulder stock with presentation inscription  on 
one side.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

140 - BOLO MAUSER PISTOL              
A German model 1920/21 ‘BOLO’ C96 Mauser pistol. 4” 
30 Mauser (7.63) cal  barrel marked WAFFENFABRIK 
MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and German proved. Adjust-
able  rears sight. Small ring hammer and NS safety. Serial 
numbers matching, Mauser  banner on left hand side. Near 
all original blue missing a couple of patches  around both 
sides of the magazine. GC original worn grips with a re-
placement lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/C

141 - MAUSER M1914 PISTOL           
A Weimar republic circa 1925 German 7.65 cal Mauser 
M1914 semi automatic pistol. 3 1/2” barrel, the slide 
marked with two line address. Mauser banner  on the frame 
as well as on the otherside of the slide. Metalwork shows 
most  original blue finish with some holster wear marks. 
VGC original wood grips  and magazine.  VGWO&C

142 - BOLO MAUSER HOLSTER                     
Brown leather holster for the Bolo 4” Broom Handle pistol, 
has 2 external  pouches for ammo in charges. Some wear to 
the leather. GC

143 - BROOM HANDLE MAUSER STOCK               
Original wooden shoulder stock/holster for the C96 Mauser 
pistol. No major dings or  scratches, dulling blue on metal 
parts. A split has been well repaired and  barely noticable.  
GC

144 - MAUSER M1914 MAGAZINE                   
A 7.65 (.32) cal magazine for the Mauser 1914 or 1934 semi 
auto pistol.  GC

145 - WALTHER PP SUPER PISTOL        
A very scarce West German police model PP super semi 
auto pistol, circa  1975. 3 1/2” 9x18 cal barrel. Slide fit-
ted with adjustable rear sight, decocker and marked with 
Walther Ulm address. Metalwork retains nearly all bright 
blue. ExC black plastic grips. Contained in its original black  
plastic box with spare magazine.  ExWO&C CLR

146 - WALTHER MODEL 4 PISTOL         
Second variant of the seldom seen Walther pistol circa 1919. 
3 1/2” .32  cal barrel, slide marked Walthers patent cal 7.65 
and banner and the right  hand side marked Waffenfabrik 
Walther Zella-Mehlis. Metalwork with most  overall origi-
nal blue, thinning on the edges. VGC original hard rubber W  
logo grips.  VGWO&C  CLR

147 - WALTHER MODEL 7 PISTOL         
A scaled down .25 cal version of the model 4 circa 1915-
1918. 3” barrel and  the left hand side of slide marked Selb-
stlade-Pistole 6.35 Walthers patent.  The other side marked 
with early Blasii address. Metalwork with most overall  
dulling blue and some pitting in the grip, serrations on the 
left hand side.  ExC original hard rubber W logo grips.  
GWO&C CLR
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148 - WALTHER PP PISTOL               
A French Manurhin made Walther model PP .32 cal semi 
auto pistol. 3 3/4”  barrel with fixed sights and French ad-
dress, slide fitted extended pistol grip magazine. Near all 
overall original finish. One of the grips has a  section miss-
ing at the top. The double action is at fault otherwise VG-
ExWO&C  CLR

149 - WALTHER SUB CALIBER KIT                 
Walther conversion kit to convert Walther .32 cal PP & 
Swedish Mauser 6.5x55 cal  to .22lr. In its original banner 
label black box. Appears to be complete  containing barrel 
.32 and 6.5x55 dummy cartridges to accept .22lr cartridges  
and carrier.  GC

150 - PPK HOLSTER                             
A brown leather break away holster for Walther PPK with 
makers name and  dated 1963.  VGC

151 - PPK POLICE HOLSTER                      
Black leather flap type holster for the Walther post war PPK.  
VGC

152 - PPK MAGAZINE                            
Post war Manuhrin made .32 cal Walther PPK magazine.  
VGC

153 - PARKER HALE MUSKETOON CARBINE           
A reproduction by English company Parker Hale of the Brit-
ish Military  pattern 53 percussion artillery carbine.  23 1/2” 
.577 cal barrel retaining  all original blue and marked Parker 
Hale. The lock with all original case colours and marked 
1861 Enfield. Brass trigger guard and forend and butt  caps. 
ExC woodwork with stock cartouche swivels and ram rod. 
Included is the original box, certificate, mould, caps and 
tool. Built on original tooling  with limited production. Now 
very collectable.  Appears to have had no use and in as new 
ExWO&C ALR

154 - PERCUSSION RIFLE                        
A good quality Italian Pedersoli made reproduction of an 
English circa  1830’s Percussion rifle. 32 1/4” octagonal to 
round .45 cal barrel with rear sight removed and tang sight 
fitted to the stock. The lock marked Mortimer.  The metal-
work has near all original blue finish on the barrel and butt  
plate. The lock plate and mounts with bright case colours, 
ExC chequered  walnut stock.  ExWO&C ALR

155 - BELGIAN O/U SHOTGUN                     
A high grade Belgian made 12g over & under shotgun. 27 
1/2” barrels with  full choke on both barrels and marked 
with makers name Liegoise D’arms and  address. The side-
lock action is heavily scroll engraved with foliage scrolls  as 
well as the trigger guard. ExC chequered walnut stock end 
forend. ExWO&C ALR

156 - SKB TRAP SHOTGUN                        
A high grade Japanese SKB brand model MJ-5 trap shoot-
ing Over & Under 12g  shotgun.  30” barrels with improved 
modified and full chokes and high rib and  most overall blue. 
The white action with borderline and foliage engraving.  
ExC original woodwork with adjustable comb and rubber 
butt pad.  VGWO&C ALR

157 - SPANISH SHOTGUN                         
A good quality Spanish UGARTECHEA brand Over & Un-
der 12g box lock shotgun. 26” barrels with modified & skeet 
chokes and 2 3/4” chambers. Thinning  original blue on the 
barrels. The actions and trigger guard are heavily  foliage 
pattern engraved, GC woodwork with cracked rubber butt 
pad which  requires replacing otherwise GWO&C  ALR

158 - SHELL PATTERN POWDER FLASK              
Four position charger with patent top. Retains alot of origi-
nal lacquer with dark patina and without dents. 200mm 
High. ExC 

159 - FINE HAWKSLEY RIFLE FLASK               
G&JW Hawksley marked on the German silver nozzle & 
base. Steel flask body with silver seam. Has a rare type pow-
der measure cut off and nozzle adjustment with windows 
graduated in grains and drams. ExC condition, an extremly 
rare flask for the muzzle loading rifle enthusiast.  ExC 

160 - LEATHER DIXON FLASK                     
James Dixon & Son with patent nickel top marked “Quick 
Loading Fireproof”. A  top quality flask with VGC brown 
leather body.  ExC 

161 - ANTIQUE CHAMBER BRUSH                   
12g marked Cartledge & Hunter Sheffield. Brass with ebony 
handle and  protective brass cover. Seldom seen and would 
suit fine fowling pieces.  ExC

162 - POWDER DIPPERS                          
A matched pair of  high quality powder dippers by Hawkes-
ly.  Rosewood handles,  flat bases with three positions, 2 
1/2-3 1/4 drums. Suit high grade antique  firearms. ExC

163 - STEN GUN                         
A British Military Sten MKII. 8” blued barrel with half 
length ventilated guard. Magazine well marked Sten MKII 
and broad arrow. Underside S&S and the bolt British 
proved. Near all black paint finish and includes 32R maga-
zine.   VGWO&C  CLR

164 - LEE ENFIELD SNIPER RIFLE                
A now very rare and desirable British Military WWII SMLE 
No4 MKI T 303 cal  sniper rifle, 25” barrel with original 
foresight and bayonet lug as well as  correct proof marks 
at the muzzle. Left hand side of the receiver marked No4  
MKI T. The wrist is marked M47C (for BSA Shirley manu-
facture) and dated  1943, serial number as well as the fol-
lowing armourers service marks: FTR TR  AA 102. During 
Military service/repair the telescopic sight and mount has  
been replaced with the correct model. The scope is marked 
TEL STG NO32 MKIII  OS 2039 A AK&S (+ serial num-
ber) 1946 date and broad arrow stamp. The serial  number 
on the gun and magazine match. The butt stock with alloy 
butt plate  is a correct Military replacement and in VGC. 
The wood work is in VGC and  includes all three swivels.  
VGWO&C  ALR

165 - BRITISH THOMPSON              
An early model WWII British Military Thompson 1928A1 
.45ACP cal S..M.G. 12  1/2” ventilated barrel with cutts 
compensator fitted. The receiver fitted with Lyman sight 
and marked TOMMY GUN. British ordnance marked on 
the right  hand side of the frame by the chamber and auto 
ordnance marked. The left  hand side marked US Model of 
1928 A1 with S (Savage Arms) prefix as well as  THOMP-
SON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBRE .45 AUTOMATIC 
CARTRIDGE. Metalwork shows all parkerised finish. ExC 
original woodwork with horizontal forend with rack  num-
ber, complete with sling swivels. All aspects of this scarce 
British  Thompson show no use and this is one of the best 
examples we have seen.  ExWO&C CLR 

166 - STEN MAGAZINE                           
9mm 32R magazine for the British Military Sten S.M.G. 
Grey metal  patina. GC

167 - STEN MAGAZINE                           
Similar to previous lot.  GC

168 - STEN ACCESSORIES                        
An original Kahki webbing sling, 10”cleaning rod with 
leather washer & wire/nylon brush all for the Sten gun.  GC

169 - MINI DERRINGER REVOLVER       
A North American Arms Co. Mini Derringer, 5 shot .22lr 
revolver. 1” barrel, stainless steel metalwork with some 
scratches. ExC wooden original grips. Only 4” overall 
length.  GWO&C  CLR
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170 - AMERICAN DERRINGER             
A US made American Derringer Company 2 shot Derringer, 
3” barrels in the extremely powerful 10mm auto caliber. The 
stainless steel frame & barrel with makers name & without 
scratches. ExC rosewood grips. Includes the original box 
and sales brochure.  ExWO&C CLR

171 - SHARPS DERRINGER                  
An antique American 4 barrel Sharps and Hankins Derringer 
circa 1860-80. 3  1/2” .32RF cal barrels marked SHARPS & 
HANKINS PHILADELPHIA PENN on the top as well as 
faint patent info on the right hand side of the frame.  Metal-
work has grey to silver patina all over, GC  original walnut 
grips with  a few small chips otherwise GWO&C  CLR

172 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER     
An antique 1st generation Colt model 1873 single action 
Army revolver, manufactured in 1898. 5 1/4” .41 cal bar-
rel marked COLT’S PT. F.A. MFG. Co.  HARTFORT CT. 
U.S.A & 41 COLT on the left. The frame marked with  pat-
ent info & rampant horse logo. Metalwork has a grey to dark 
patina on  the barrel with traces of blue. Slight case colors 
still evident in a couple of places, screws are in GC without 
burs.  GC original hard  rubber grips with correct Colt logo 
for era of  gun & show consistant  wear to the gun without 
chips or dings. ExC with crisp action.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

173 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER     
Antique 1st generation circa 1905 Colt model 1873 single 
action Army revolver. 4 3/4” barrel in .38/40 caliber. The 
barrel marked with two line  address COLT’S PT. F.A. 
MFG Co HARTFORD CT. U.S.A and 38 W.C.F on the left  
hand side. The frame marked with patent dates and rampant 
horse. Metalwork  has dark patina with traces of original 
blue on the barrel and cylinder as  well as faint case colours 
on the frame. Action is strong. Triggerguard with  correct 
factory proof and inspection marks. The screws are in ExC 
without  burs. Correct hard rubber Colt logo grips without 
chips or scratches. This  gun includes a Colt factory letter 
with sales details. A very nice example.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

174 - DOLPHIN PATTERN POWDER FLASK            
A scarce and desirable,  Bartram dolphin pattern pistol pow-
der flask. 125mm overall with screw off top. Nice aged pat-
ina. To suit fine cased sets or advanced flask collector. ExC 

175 - LOZENGE SHAPE POWDER FLASK              
A very fine lozenge bottle shaped powder flask. Brass top 
with single  measure as found with early cased pistol sets. 
Unnamed 120mm high. Aged  patina without dents.  ExC

176 - FLUTED PISTOL FLASK                     
A very nice fluted pattern antique pistol flask as found in 
top pistol sets.  Fixed spout, common top 120mm high and 
much original finish without dents.   ExC

177 - GERMAN FLINTLOCK PISTOL                 
A nice high quality unnamed, German circa 1760 Flintlock 
pistol. 7”  octagonal to round barrel in approx. 44 bore with 
banister turns in the  middle section, brass furniture with re-
lief patterns extending into a spear type finial & a bear/boars 
head grotesque. Metalwork has aged patina. ExC  full wal-
nut stock with relief carving pattern behind the tang & tear 
drop around the lock as well as horn tip forend. The back-
side of the lock plate  is in brass with ornate design. Original 
horn tipped ram rod with screw end. ExWO&C  NLR

178 - WEBLEY-BENTLY REVOLVER                  
An English 5 shot double action percussion Webley-Bently 
revolver. 4 1/4” octagonal barrel in approx. 54 bore with-
out maker/retailers name but with Birmingham proof marks 
which are also on the cylinder. Open top frame without 
wedge, borderline and foliage engraving at the back of the 
action.  The triggerguard, butt plate and backstrap are also 
engraved. Metalwork with  dark grey patina. VGC two piece 
chequered grips. Contained in its original  leather covered 
case with Clough & Son Bath retail label that has come 
away  from the case. Includes bag shape Hawksley flask, 
bullet mould, pewter oil bottle, ebony rod, turn screw & per-
cussion caps. GWO&C NLR

179 - ADAMS SELF-COCKING REVOLVER             
A very fine English Deane Adams and Deane 5 shot 120 
bore model of 1851  percussion revolver. 4 1/4” octagonal 
barrel with dove-tailed foresight and  London proofs. The 
top strap and barrel marked: DEANE ADAMS & DEANE 
(MAKERS  TO H.R.H PRINCE ALBERT) 30 KING WIL-
LIAM ST. LONDON BRIDGE. The left hand side of  the 
barrel is fitted with Braziers patent rammer. The right hand 
side of the  frame is marked Adams patent and serial number 
which is matching on the cylinder also with proof marks 
and dark patina. The frame and trigger guard  are foliage en-
graved. The metalwork retains near all original bright blue,  
thinning slightly on leading edges. ExC fine chequered one 
piece grips with  ebony butt plate. Contained in its original 
green baize lined case with  original yellow trade label. The 
case contains: Bag shaped flask without  dings and near all 
original finish, double cavity mould, ebony turn screw  and 
rod, Dixon pewter oil bottle, 4 spare nipples plus a seldom 
seen  original suede bag marked Deane Adams & Deane 
containing bullets. One of the  partitions has come away at 
the edge but is complete. A top pistol for the  discerning 
English collector. NLR

180 - ELEY CARTRIDGE BOARD                    
A circa 1920’s Eley Cartridge board, 79cmHx65cmW oak 
frame, ELEY CARTRIDGES  on the top and NOBEL IN-
DUSTRIES LIMITED along the bottom. In the center of  
the board on grey background is the circular gold and blue 
ELEY logo  surrounded by ammunition extending out in a 
circular pattern. With approx.  130 assorted shotgun, rifle 
and pistol ammunition as well as shot and  percussion cap 
tins plus wads makes this a very attractive and desirable  
board for the cartridge collector or  gun room . On the back 
of the board  is a pencil date of 1924.  ExC

*********20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK NOW*********

182 - POSTERS                                 
Approx. ten assorted firearms and ammunition posters in-
cluding Remington and  Eley.  FC

183 - WWII BOOK                               
Chronicle of the Second World War, large format, hard cov-
er, 790 pages with  color and B&W photos consisting of re-
printed news paper articles  and photos from the time.  VGC

184 - SHOTGUN BOOKS                           
The modern shotgun by Major Burrard, three volume hard 
cover set.  GC

185 - WWII BOOKS                              
Both large format, hard cover coffee table books. Atlas of 
WWII and  Military History of WWII. GC

186 - RIFLE BOLTS                             
Ten assorted centerfire and 22 rifle bolts. FC

187 - RIFLE BOLTS                             
Similar to previous lot.  FC

188 - FOUR CARTRIDGE BELTS                    
Two nylon and one leather 12g belts plus one leather me-
dium cal rifle belt. 

189 - 22 SILENCERS                            
Two NZ Manders brand .22 cal supressors. In original boxes 
and as new ExC 

190 - SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT                    
Parker Hale brand for 12g. New in box with rod, brush, 
mop, Youngs cleaner and patches. In as new unused ExC

                       

181 - AMMUNITION NOVELTIES                    
Four golf balls contained in two cartridge shaped holders 
plus six assorted  dummy shotgun rounds.  GC
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191 - SIG SAUER HOLSTER
A black webbing drop leg holster for sig P226 pistol and 
spare magazine.   ExC

192 - FOUR HOLSTERS                           
Basket weave leather for 6” 357, Safariland S&W 9mm 
leather holster. Pancake  leather revolver type and drop leg 
auto.  GC

193 - MAGAZINE POUCHES                        
For 9mm double stack pistol. Two double type with basket 
weave pattern plus a double and single in plain leather fin-
ish.  GC

194 - SPEED LOADERS ETC                       
Three HKS brand revolver speed loaders for S&W 357 or 
similar, plus two double and a single holder.  GC

195 - US MILITARY BELT ETC.                   
A US Webbing Military late model pattern belt with two wa-
ter bottles in bags  and magazine pouch for M16/AR15.  GC

196 - CAC COLLECTORS AMMO                     
Two 25R packets of CAC 12g #4 and #5 shot red & black 
label with rabbit  image and labeled ‘smokeless’. GC  ALR

197 - ELEY COLLECTORS AMMO                    
A packet of 24 guage (25R) green label with London ad-
dress. Some corrosion  to the shells, plus a packet of Eley 
Rocket 12g #7’s (5R)  FC  ALR

198 - GLOCK KNIFE                             
Saw back blade Glock Field knife with polymer scabbard.  
GC

199 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE                 
.22lr US single shot falling block rifle. 20” octagonal to 
round barrel with original sights. Metalwork with most 
overall dulling blue and case colours  still present on the ac-
tion. Some minor bruising in areas. VGC wood work  miss-
ing butt plate.  GWO&C ALR

200 - REMINGTON 22 RIFLE                      
Model 514 single shot bolt action rifle.  25” .22lr barrel with 
original  sights. Metalwork with near all overall blue. VGC 
wood work.  VGWO&C

201 - WINCHESTER 22 RIFLE                     
A model 02 single shot .22lr bolt action rifle. 18” barrel with 
orignal  sights. Metalwork with thinning original finish.  GC 
replaced wood work.   GWO&C

202 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE                 
A 20 1/2” .32 long cal octagonal to round barrel with origi-
nal sights. Most  overall blue with some pin prick bubbling 
in areas. Grey metal finish on  the action. VGC wood work 
with original butt plate. GWO&C  ALR

203 - GERMAN AIR PISTOL                       
EMGE single shot .177 cal target air pistol, brown synthetic 
grip and  adjustable sights. VGC NLR

204 - SLAVIA AIR PISTOL                       
Single shot Czech Slavia ZVP  .177 cal. VGC  NLR

205 - SHARPSHOOTER AIR PISTOL                 
USA made HEALTHWAYS CO. single shot .177 cal Sharp-
shooter air pistol.   GC  NLR

206 - ANTIQUE AIR RIFLE                       
A circa 1890’s English BSA improved model D air rifle. 
Metalwork marked BSA  etc and with very dark patina. 
GC original woodwork with trademark logo. A scarce air 
rifle for the collector in original condition, action is strong. 
VGWO&C  NLR

207 - FALKE AIR RIFLE                         
A German Falke model 80 .177 cal air rifle. Under lever ac-
tion, fitted with  target sights. Original thinning finish, VGC 
original woodwork.  VGWO&C  NLR

208 - BSA AIR RIFLE                           
An English BSA Cadet Major .177 cal single shot air ri-
fle. Near all original  blue. ExC original blue. ExC original 
wooden stock with BSA logo and without dings, hard to find 
better example. ExWO&C  NLR

209 - 6.5 AMMO ETC                            
Approx. 50 6.5x55 cal Swedish Jakmatch loaded ammo 
and 20 federal soft point  in original boxes plus approx. 100 
Norma brass.  GC  ALR

210 - 30.06 AMMO                              
Approx. 50R of Sako brand with FMJ bullets.  GC  ALR

211 - RIFLE PROJECTILES                       
A bag containing assorted projectiles in original boxes. In-
cludes approx.  220 30 cal 220 6mm plus a few .270 and 22 
Hornet projectiles.  GC 

212 - .222 RELOADING DIES                     
Lee brand two die set in original box.  GC

213 - 270 RELAODING DIES                      
Lyman brand two die set in original box. GC

214 - SCHOFIELD REVOLVER              
An Italian Uberti reproduction of a S&W No3 Schofield 
Military revolver  circa 1871-73. 7” 45lc cal barrel. Met-
alwork with all over original blue and bright case colours. 
ExC walnut giips with Military cartouche. One of the more 
valuable and harder to find reproduction revolvers. 
ExWO&C B/CLR

215 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER         
An Italian reproduction of a Colt model 1873 revolver. 4 
3/4” engraved 38/40 cal barrel. The cylinder is also en-
graved as is the frame, finished in white, trigger, brass back 
strap and trigger guards. Scrimshaw replica ivory  grips with 
law man scene.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

216 - SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER        
Italian made 1873  S/action Army revolver. 7 1/2” 44.40 cal 
barrel with  near all slightly thinning blue finish. Bright case 
colours on the frame. VGC wooden grips. 
VGWO&C  B/CLR

217 - REPRODUCTION 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
Italian .44 cal percussion 1860 Colt Army revolver. 8” bar-
rel with near all  original blue finish. Cylinder with rolled 
scene. Most overall case colours on the frame and hammer, 
brass trigger guard. ExC wooden grips.  VG-ExWO&C   
B/CLR

218 - COWBOY HOLSTER                          
A brown holster and belt to suit Colt  S/action Army. Good 
quality modern reproduction with relief carving all over and 
cartridge holder containing ten dummy .45 rounds.  VGC

219 - COWBOY HOLSTER                          
Black leather repro holster and belt to suit Colt S/action or 
similar  carved design with cartridge loops.  GC

220 - COWBOY SHOOTING BOOK                    
Shooting Sixguns of the Old West by Venturino. Soft cover, 
large format, 220  pages, B&W photos. Covers models, ca-
libers and more. In new ExC

221 - SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER       
A good quality US S&W model 57-1  D/action revolver in 
.41 magnum  caliber. 6” barrel with adjustable sights. The 
bright stainless steel  metalwork is in VGC without any ma-
jor scratches. ExC original wooden S&W logo chequered 
grips. Included with this large N frame revolver is 300R of  
PMC brand factory loaded 210g SWC ammunition in plastic 
ammo box plus four speedloaders and six snap caps, making 
this a very attractive opportunity for the shooter/collector 
with over $300 worth of ammo.  ExWO&C B/CLR
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222 - S&W REVOLVER                    
Model 686 .357 cal double action revolver. 6” barrel with 
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork without major 
scratching, fitted with Hogue rubber grip and includes the 
original wooden grip.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

223 - DAN WESSON 22 REVOLVER SET 
US  D/action .22lr revolver, 8” barrel with adjustable sights.  
Metalwork with nearly all original bright blue. ExC original 
exotic wood grips. In its original brief case  box with 3 ad-
ditional interchangable barrels 6”,4” & 2 3/4” plus barrel 
change tool & some additional fore sights. ExC  B/CLR

224 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER SET       
US made D/action .22 magnum cal revolver. Fitted with 
8” barrel and  adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all 
original bright blue finish. ExC original exotic wood grips. 
Included is its original brief case  box containing 3 addition-
al interchangable barrels, 6”, 4”  & 2 3/4” plus barrel change 
tool and original rubber grip. ExWO&C  B/CLR

225 - .41 REMINGTON MAGNUM AMMO               
400R of Factory PMC, 210g SWC ammo to suit lot 221 or 
similar revolver. In  original 50R packets. Now hard to get.  
ExC  ALR

226 - .41 REMINGTON MAGNUM AMMO               
Same as previous lot.  ExC ALR

227 - .41 REMINGTON MAGNUM AMMO               
Same as previous lots. ExC ALR

228 - MOSIN-NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE               
A WWII Soviet M1891/30 Sniper Rifle, 29 1/2” 7x54R cal 
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber 
Tula arsenal marked and dated 1944 with serial number un-
derneath and matching on the bolt handle. A second serial  
number on the side of the chamber. Fitted with correct side 
mounted PU 3.5  power telescopic sight. The scope has the 
Moacova optical works logo star  over half moon with ham-
mer and sickle in between. Also marked 91/30 and serial 
number. The metalwork has overall thinning original blue 
without arsenal refurbishing marks. VGC original wood 
work complete with sling.  Includes leather scope cover and 
canvas action cover. VGWO&C  ALR

229 - DRAGUNOV RIFLE             
A late/current Russian Dragunov SVD semi automatic snip-
er rifle. 27 1/2”  7.62x54R cal barrel with flash hider and 
open sights. The receiver  with Russian arsenal marks and 
fitted with correct telescopic sight. Synthetic stocks, original 
bipod, 10R magazine and action cover, plus  cleaning kit. A 
hard to find modern Russian sniper rifle, not to be confused  
with commercial model.  ExWO&C ELR

230 - TIKKA TACTICAL RIFLE                    
A good quality Finish Tikka T3 Tactical model bolt action 
rifle, 20” heavy  .223 cal barrel without sights and threaded 
at the muzzle for a supressor.  The receiver fitted with in-
tegral scope rail and non branded fixed power target scope 
with side paralax adjustment. Metalwork has all original mil  
spec finish. ExC original synthetic stock with detachable 
magazine and  Harris bipod. ExWO&C  ALR

231 - DRAGUNOV MAGAZINES                      
Two 10R 7.62x54R cal magazines to suit SVD rifle. Waffle 
design, near all  original finish.  ExC

232 - JANE’S WEAPON BOOK                      
Jane’s Infantry Weapons 1984-85 10th Edition. A massive 
hard cover book. A wealth of information on all Military 
weapons, 927 pages. Very useful  reference book.  VGC

233 - P14 RIFLE                               
British/NZ Military WWI period P14 bolt action rifle. 27” 
303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
chamber marked ERA (Edystone) and  broad arrow marked. 
Metalwork with mast overall finish, VGC original wood  
work with cartouche, NZ disc, lobbing sights and original 
sling swivels.   VGWO&C  ALR

234 - LEE ENFIELD SMLE RIFLE                  
A British Military WWII period No4 MKI* 303 cal bolt 
action rifle. 25” barrel with original sights. Action marked 
long branch & dated 1943. Most  overall finish, VGC origi-
nal woodwork & includes 10R magazine.  VGWO&C   ALR

235 - CASE OF 303 AMMO                        
500R of .303 ammo in 50R Bandoleers in original Military 
marked box. Marked  cartridges SA Ball .303” MK7 BDR 
in 2 CYL.  VGC ALR

236 - 308 FMJ AMMO                            
140R of South African made 7.62x51 FMJ ammo in original 
kahki battle packs.  ExC ALR

237 - 308 FMJ AMMO                            
Same as previous lot.  ExC ALR

238 - 308 FMJ AMMO                            
Same as previous lot.  ExC ALR

239 - NO4 BAYONET                             
A knife blade type bayonet for the Lee Enfield No4. Black 
paint finish on the mount & scabbard, includes frog.  VGC 

240 - SPIKE BAYONET                           
For the No4 rifle, includes blued scabbard and frog.  VGC

241 - THREE SPIKE BAYONETS                    
For the No4 rifle, without scabbard.  GC

242 - BERETTA 92 PISTOL           
A US made Beretta model 92FS 9mm cal semi automatic 
pistol. 5” barrel and  slide fitted with fixed sights. Metal-
work with all original matte black  finish. Includes original 
box, instructions and spare magazine. In as new  ExWO&C  

243 - 22 LUGER PISTOL                  
A seldom seen German Erma LA 22 luger type pistol. 4 
1/4” .22lr barrel with  original sights. Metalwork with near 
all overall original blue finish. ExC  original wood grips.  
ExWO&C  B/CLR

244 - SILENCED 22 PISTOL                      
A high quality Browning Buchmark .22lr semi automatic 
pistol. 8” fully  supressed barrel by NZ  company MAE and 
fitted with fibre optic front sight  and adjustable rear sight. 
Black anodized frame with stainless steel slide  and supres-
sor and without scratches. ExC original soft rubber grip and  
includes original magazine. In as new ExWO&C  B/CLR

245 - PHOENIX 22 PISTOL           
US made Phoenix Arms model HP22 semi auto pistol. 4 
1/2” .22lr barrel with  adjustable rear sight. Metalwork with 
all original matte nickel plated finish, 10R magazine and in-
cludes original box with cleaning kit and  instrutions. In as 
new ExWO&C  B/CLR

246 - ERMA 22 RIFLE                           
A German model E MI22 rifle. A scale version of the US MI 
carbine in .22lr  caliber. 18” barrel with original sights. Met-
alwork with near all original  blue finish and 10R box maga-
zine. VGC original wooden stock.  VG-ExWO&C  ALR

247 - NORINCO .22 RIFLE                       
Model JW14 .22lr semi auto rifle. 20” barrel with open 
sights. Metalwork  with near all original blue. ExC original 
woodwork.  ExWO&C ALR

248 - SKS RIFLE                               
Chinese Norinco 7.62x39 cal SKS semi auto rifle. 20” bar-
rel with original  sights. Metalwork with thinning original 
blue. GC original woodwork  complete with cleaning rod, 
7R magazine, bayonet and lug removed. GWO&C ALR

249 - NORINCO 97 SHOTGUN                      
Chinese Norinco copy of the Winchester M97 riot shot-
gun. 19 1/2” 12g  barrel. Metalwork with near all original 
blue. VGC original woodwork with a few minor dings.  
VGWO&C  ALR
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250 - ERMA 22 MAGAZINE                        
15 shot .22lr to suit the German Erma M1 carbine replica. 
VGC

251 - AK MAGAZINE                             
30 shot 7x39 cal magazine to suit the AK47/56S rifles. ExC 

252 - AK MAGAZINE                             
Similar to previous lot.  ExC

253 - G43 RIFLE                      
A scarce WWII Nazi German Gewehr 43 semi automatic 
rifle. 22 1/2” 8mm cal  barrel. The receiver is marked G43 
and ac code for Wother, dated 44 and Waffenamt. The met-
alwork retains near all refinish. ExC laminated  wood stock 
with cleaning rod and Nazi marked removable box maga-
zine plus a  similar marked spare magazine. A seldom seen, 
rare and desirable rifle for  the German collector and the 
first we have had for sale for many years.  VGWO&C  ELR

254 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN         
A WWII Nazi “Schmeisser” MP40 9mm cal SMG. 10” bar-
rel, the rear of the receiver marked MP40 bnz (Steyr) and 
dated 43. All external numbers are  matching except fold-
ing stock. Waffenamt in numerous places. VGC Bakelite  
stock and grip panels. Metalwork has original blue finish 
thinning on the  barrel and leading edges. Fitted with cor-
rect type of Nazi marked magazine and a reproduction sling. 
VGWO&C  CLR

255 - WALTHER HP PISTOL              
A Walther model HP Army pistol, the forerunner to the P38. 
5” 9MM barrel  with original sights. The left hand side of 
the frame marked with Walther  banner logo, Zella Mehlis 
address, Walthers patent 9mm and Mod HP. The right  hand 
side with Waffenamt. Metalwork has most overall dulling 
finish. The  barrel and slide have been numbered with elec-
tro pencil to match the frame number. The frame and barrel 
are only 500 digits apart in the 13,000 range and the slide is 
in the 4000 range which would point to it being assembled  
in the factory from parts. GC dark brown Bakelite grips and 
Nazi marked  magazine. Includes a post war Thuermann 
type black leather holster.  GWO&C  B/CLR

256 - DOUBLE DATE LUGER PISTOL   
A rare and seldom seen P08 luger postol with double cham-
ber dates. 4” 9mm  cal barrel with correct sights. The cham-
ber is dated 1918 and 1920. The  toggle marked DWM. 
Double date lugers were refubished by the Weimar republic  
after the first war and re-date stamped. Metalwork has most 
overall dulling  finish, holster wear marks and the grip straps 
are turning grey. VGC  original grips and un-serialised mag-
azine. Includes its correct 1915 dated  holster and stripping 
tool. This pistol was reported by the vendor to have  seen 
service in WWII as it was traded with the vendors father, a 
NZ pilot in  the pacific from a US soldier who had fought in 
the European theater.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

257 - G43 MAGAZINE                            
10R magazine for the G43 rifle. Code marked acw, 
Waffenamt and G43. Thinning original blue.  VGC

258 - MP44 MAGAZINE                           
A scarce magazine for the MP44 WWII German 8mm kurz 
assault rifle. Waffenamt and marked MP44. Has been refin-
ished otherwise.  VGC

259 - SCHMEISSER MAGAZINE                     
For the German 9mm MP 38/40/41 marked MP41 PAT-
ENT SCHMEISSER & Waffenamt. Thinning original fin-
ish.  VGC

260 - K98 AMMO POUCHES                        
A pair of dark brown pebble finish leather ammo pouches 
for the WWII K98.  Code marked cxm and dated 43.  GC

261 - GUN MANUALS                             
Five reprinted German Military gun manuals, PP & PPK, 
Schnellfeuer, K or  G43, Mauser HSC & steyr hahn.  GC

262 - SAVAGE PISTOL                
A seldom seen US Savage Arms model 1915 hammerless 
pistol. 3 1/2” .32 cal  barrel. The top strap marked Savage 
Arms etc. & SAVAGE on the frame  which features a grip 
safety. Metalwork has most overall original blue  thinning 
at the muzzle & grip straps. ExC original hard rubber grips 
& original magazine circa 1915-1918  G-VGWO&C  CLR

263 - COLT 1903 PISTOL                
Circa 1907, 1903 hammerless .32 cal pistol. Early type 4” 
barrel with  bushing. The slide marked with English retail-
er Wilkinson Pall Mall London  S.W on the top. The side 
Colt 1903 etc. Metalwork with some staining and a sec-
tion lost near the mozzle and at the rear of the slide. ExC 
original  hard rubber grips. Includes its period wooden case.  
GWO&C  B/CLR

264 - MAUSER LUGER PISTOL               
A Nazi German luger PO8 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 4 
3/4” replaced  barrel with correct sight. Chamber date 1937 
and toggle S/42 (Mauser).  Waffenamt on right hand side 
of frame. All external numbers match except  the magazine 
which is the correct type. Metalwork has thin original blue 
to  grey patina but without pitting. GC original wooden 
grips. GWO&C B/CLR

265 - TOKAREV PISTOL                 
A Soviet WWII Tokarev type 33 semi auto pistol. 4 1/4” 
barrel has been  changed to 9mm cal at some point, slide 
and frame dated 1941. Metalwork has  most overall original 
blue, replacement wooden grips and includes original  7.62 
cal magazine which feeds 9mm as well.  GWO&C

266 - SAVAGE PISTOL MAGAZINE                  
Original spare magazine for the model 1915 .32 cal pistol 
(lot 262). Most  overall original blue finish. VGC 

267 - SAVAGE PISTOL MAGAZINE                  
Similar to previous lot.  VGC

268 - MAXIM GUN BOOK                          
The Devils’ Paintbrush - Sir Hiram Maxim’s Gun by Gold-
smith. 367 pages, hard  cover with B&W photos. As usual 
with collector grade publications it is very  indepth and tech-
nical. A must have for the MG collector. In as new ExC

269 - GERMAN SNIPER BOOK                      
The German Sniper 1914-1945 by Senich. Hard cover, large 
format book with B&W photos. Long considered the ulti-
mate reference book. Still in original plastic wrap.  ExC

270 - US WEAPON BOOK                          
US Infantry Weapons of the First World War by Canfield. 
Hard cover, large  format, 269 pages, B&W photos. Cover-
ing weapons, handguns, rifles, shotguns,  automatic rifles & 
MG’s, grenades, mortars and guns. In NEW ExC

271 - WEBLEY MKV REVOLVER          
A British Military WWI period Webley revolver. 4” .455 cal 
barrel. The top  strap Military marked and ‘MARK V’. The 
bottom of the frame Webley’s patent  1914. Metalwork with 
most overall original finish thinning on the grip straps and 
edges. ExC original hand rubber grips and complete with 
lanyard  ring.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

272 - ENFIELD NO2 RIVOLVER           
British Military Enfield No2 MKI* revolver. 5” .38 S&W 
cal barrel. Metalwork  with most overall Military re finish. 
ExC black grips with lanyard ring.   VGWO&C  B/CLR

273 - TWO BROWNING HI POWER PISTOLS
A pair of consecutivley numbered Browning M35 hi power 
9mm pistols. These  Military model pistols have 4 1/2” bar-
rels with fixed sights. Right hand  side marked FABRIQUE 
NATIONALE HERSTAL BELGIQUE BROWNINGS 
PATENT. Spur hammer models with lanyard rings at the 
bottom of the grip. Metalwork has most original matte black 
textured finish, both pistols are in a  similar condition. Con-
secutivley numbered Military pistols are very uncommon.  
ExWO&C  B/CLR
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274 - HI POWER HOLSTER                        
Late WWII Jungle pattern Browning Hi Power flap webbing 
holster. Green with  external reinforced mag pouch.  FC

275 - HI POWER MAGAZINE                       
For the 9mm Browning pistol. Military Nato number and 
1980 date on base, has  original green plastic bag. In as new 
ExC

276 - HI POWER MAGAZINE                       
Gloss black magazine for the Browning 9mm pistol. In as 
new ExC

277 - 1911 MAGAZINES POUCH & BELT             
Two magazines for the WWII 1911A1 .45 cal pistol. Marked 
RIA etc on the  bases with near all original blue finish, plus a 
1943 dated US green webbing  pouch. In as new ExC

278 - US MILITARY SLING                       
A WWII pattern 07 two piece leather sling to suit the Spring-
field, Garand or  trench gun etc. Brass fittings, makers code 
and dated 42.  GC

279 - CHILEAN MAUSER                          
A Chilean Military model 1895 carbine. 19” barrel has been 
rechambered by  the Chilean Military to 7.62 cal. The ring is 
marked with the Chilean crest  and the action marked 1895 
Loewe etc and the rear Nato 1961. Metalwork with  near 
all over finish ExC woodwork with original sling swivels. 
ExWO&C  ALR

280 - SPANISH MAUSER CARBINE                  
A model 1916 carbine. This has been rechambered by the 
Spanish to 7.62 & marked on the ring as is the Spanish 
‘Falangist’ crest. 22” barrel with original sights & correct 
without bayonet lug. Metalwork with thinning  overall blue, 
GC woodwork with side mounted sling bar.  GWO&C  ALR

281 - SCHMIDT RUBEN RIFLE                     
K31 model Swiss straight-pull Military rifle. 25” 7.5x55 cal 
barrel with  original sights, bayonet lug & muzzle protec-
tor. Swiss ordnance cross on  chamber. Metalwork has most 
overall thinning blue. GC original woodwork  with some 
dings & scratches, includes original sling.  VGWO&C ALR

282 - BRITISH SWORD BOOK                      
British Military swords 1800-1966 by John Wilkinson 
Latham. Medium format,  hard cover, 91 pages, B&W pho-
tos. Exellent reference book.  VGC

283 - BAYONET BOOK                            
The Bayonet - A History of Knife & Sword Bayonets 1850-
1970 by Carter & Walter. Hard cover, medium format, B&W 
photos, 128 pages. Excellent ID and  reference book. VGC

284 - BRITISH PIONEER SWORD                   
A British Military pioneer sword/hanger, circa 1855. 22 1/2” 
speer  point  blade, the base marked with crown over 16 and 
the other side with suit of  armour/head makers mark. Solid 
cast one piece ribbed brass hilt. ExC

285 - PRUSSIAN SWORD                          
A Prussian/Bavarian officers dress sword without scabbard. 
33” blade with a  6” section engraved on both sides, copper 
plated guard with wire bound  handle.  VGC 

286 - NAZI SABRE                              
WWII German officers cossack sabre without scabbard. 31 
1/2” blade, wooden  and brass grip with raised eagle and 
Swastika as well as letter  inspection/unit marks and several 
Waffenamts.  VGC

287 - NAZI POLICE BAYONET                     
A very nice WWII Nazi German Police bayonet for the 98K 
rifle. 13” blade with near all original plating and makers 
logo. The bone grip with Police  Nazi eagle. The crossguard 
and pommel are relief carved with foliate and eagles head 
designs as well as unit marking P.D.19. VGC original leather  
scabbard with plated fixtures also with the same unit mark. 
ExC

288 - ENGRAVED NAZI ARMY BAYONET              
A very fine example of the rare engraved Army bayonet 
for the Mauser rifle.  19 1/2cm etched blade and Eickhorn 
marked on the other side. The blade and the fittings have 
nearly all original plating and washer. VGC original  steel 
scabbard missing some original lacquer finish and includes 
original  frog.  ExC 

289 - MINATURE SS DAGGER                      
An original WWII period minature dagger. 20 1/2cm overall 
length with a 12  1/2cm steel blade with clear blade motto 
as well as SS & RZM marks on the  back.  Alloy fittings and 
black handle with eagle and runes on one side.  VGC

290 - SS SERVICE MEDAL                        
Nazi German SS 8 year service bronze medal. Hard mount-
ed with blue ribbon  and small metal runes.  VGC

291 - SCHWARZE KORPS BADGE                    
Nazi German SS 4 year Schwrze Korps blackend bronze 
medal mounted on blue  hard ribbon with runes.  ExC

292 - SS PANTOGRAPH KNIFE                     
An early post war Steifendienst pantograph folding knife. 
These are a  fictitious variation of a pre war German knife 
and are now very collectable  as a curiosity, the blade is 
marked Eickorn and the handles RZM and SS  marked. ExC

293 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE                      
A reproduction of the WWII Nazi knife. Blade with some 
staining over the motto and has RZM mark. Includes metal 
sheath. GC

294 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1895 RIFLE             
A circa 1905 sporting M1895 lever action rifle in .405 W.C.F 
cal. 24”  original round barrel marked nickel steel barrel etc 
and 405 W.C.F at the  chamber and with original sights. The 
frame marked Winchester etc. Metalwork  has dark to grey 
patina with traces of original blue on the barrel. ExC  cresant 
shape butt stock and forend. The 405 cal is the most desir-
able of  all the collectable Winchester rifles and demand a 
premium over the more  common calibres.  GWO&C  ALR

295 - SWINBURN RIFLE                          
A rare and fine quality cased English 450 cal Swinburn pat-
tern falling block  Creedmore target rifle. 34” blued round 
barrel marked T Murdoch Hammersmith London. The rear 
sight is a fine adjustment BSA type. The receiver is marked  
Swinburn Pat with side cocking lever and 80% of the origi-
nal charcoal blue.  ExC chequered walnut stock and forend 
with horn tip. The stock is fitted with its adjustable Creed-
more apperture sight. Contained in its original oak case with 
green baize lining and all the original sights in a fitted  com-
partment plus bronze two piece rod, adjustable silver and 
horn powder measure. There is some minor case damage 
and the brass escucheons are missing. An extremely rare ri-
fle seldom seen for sale. ExWO&C  ALR

296 - COEHORNE MORTAR                         
A very rare British/NZ Military antique bronze Coehorne 
Mortar. 4 2/5”  diametre bore & 10 3/4” depth. Royal GR 
cypher carved between two of the cannon turns & under-
neath is marked ‘CORNELIUS KING 1819’ below the 
touch  hole 0-3-18 (weight in cwt). The solid wood base is 
marked No 142 4 2/5”  MORTAR 5 DEC 1840 & measures 
63x36x22cm with iron fastenings.  Included is one original 
fragmintation mortar & nine solid cast projectiles, which ap-
pear to be good quality reproductions. This mortar was last 
offered for sale at auction in 1983 where it was proported to 
be one of  only seven Coehorne’s imported into NZ which 
all except two were in museaum  collections.  ExC NLR

297 - REPLICA GATLING GUN            
A full scale functioning replica of the model 1874 Gatling 
Gun. 5 22” 45-70 cal round barrels which are octagonal at 
the muzzle. The brass receiver with high grade cast patent 
information tag. The gun is fitted on its wooden tripod  with 
green steel mounts. Some minor rust staining on the barrels. 
Built in 1979 by a noteable Auckland firearms collector/
dealer.  VGC  CLR
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298 - GATLING GUN BOOK                        
The Gatling Gun Notebook. A collection of data and illus-
trations by Hughes.  Soft cover, medium format with in-
depth B&W illustrations. NEW ExC

299 - COLT HERITAGE BOOK                      
The Colt Heritage by RL Wilson. Hard cover, colour photos, 
357 pages, large  format. First edition in original cardboard 
shipping box and appears unread.  A great reference with 
excellent pictures.  ExC

300 - COLT BOOK                               
Colt Firearms From 1836 by Serven. Hard cover, large for-
mat with B&W photos, 397 pages. ExC reference book long 
out of print.  VGC

301 - COLT MUSTANG PISTOL           
A very rare plus II version of the Colt Mustang semi auto 
pistol. 2 3/4”  .380 ACP cal barrel. The slide marked COLT 
MKIV SERIES 80 MUSTANG - 380  AUTO. The other 
side PLUS II. The frame with longer grip to take the 7R  
magazine. Stainless steel metalwork without scratching. 
ExC original Colt  logo grips and includes its blue plastic 
box with instruction manual. In as  new ExWO&C  CLR

302 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL    
A rare Officers model version of the Colt double eagle 
model semi auto  pistol. 3 1/2” .45ACP cal barrel. The slide 
marked COLT DOUBLE EAGLE  MKII/SERIES 90, the 
other side COLT DOUBLE ACTION - OFFICERS - ACP. 
Fixed  sights on the slide. ExC stainless steel metalwork and 
original Colt logo  plastic grips. Includes original magazine, 
blue box and manual. In as new  ExWO&C  CLR

303 - COLT GOVERNMENT PISTOL        
US Colt series 80 Government model pistol. 5” .45 ACP cal 
barrel with fixed  sights on the slide which is marked Colt 
MKIV series 80 and Government model on the other side. 
Stainless steel slide and frame in ExC with a couple of  very 
minor scratches. ExC original rubber Colt logo wrap around 
grips and  includes original manual. Now hard to get in as 
new ExWO&C  B/CLR

304 - COLT POCKET KNIVES                      
Two commemorative pocket knives put out by Colt and 
Franklin mint. Both  feature a enbossed gun and 24k gold 
accents. The blades are marked with Colt  logo and model. 
The first features a 1851 Navy and the second is a 1849  
pocket revolver, both have slip covers and authenticity cer-
tificates.  ExC 

305 - COLT POCKET KNIVES                      
A similar lot to previous but feature a Colt lightning and 
Colt Python. ExC

306 - BOWIE KNIFE                             
A very large Western style Bowie Knife made by noteable 
NZ knife maker Bill  Reddex. 13 1/2” blade with brass 
spine and marked Reddex. ExC one piece  wooden grip. 
Metalwork has nice aged patina and includes leather sheath.   
VGC

307 - 2ND GENERATION COLT S/A REVOLVER   
A circa 1970 2nd Generation Colt single action army re-
volver, 5 1/2” .451c cal barrel marked COLTS P.T FA. MFG 
Co. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A on the top, the side marked 
COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY .45. The metalwork re-
tains near all factory nickel plating. ExC imitation ivory 
grips.  ExWO&C B/CLR

308 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER                 
Antique .41 cal model 1877 Thunderer double action re-
volver circa 1895. 4  1/2” barrel marked with Hartford ad-
dress on the top and Colt D.A. 41 on the  side. Patent info 
and horse on the frame. Metalwork has 90% of its original  
nickel plating. ExC what appear to be original mother of 
pearl grips.   VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

309 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER       
A .41 cal double action antique Colt M1877 Thunderer circa 
1888, 3 1/2”  barrel with Hartford address & faint cal marks. 
Patent dates on the frame,  metalwork has large section of 
blue on the barrel and inside the  triggerguard. Action is 
strong. ExC Colt logo, hard rubber grips.VGWO&C  CLR

310 - COLT NAVY REVOLVER                      
Antique 1851 Navy Revolver converted to rimfire. 7 1/2” 
octagonal barrel  with New York address. The frame marked 
Colts patent. The barrel has some  bruising but dark patina 
with faint blue colours. The trigger guard and back  strap re-
tains near all nickel plating. VGC original varnished walnut 
grips.  Missing the gate and action indexing at fault other-
wise GC  CLR

311 - 2 1/4” COLT THUNDERER                   
A Colt Model 1877 Thunderer .41  caliber D/action re-
volver. 2 1/4” barrel  with Hartfrod address, Netalwork has 
dark aged patina and traces of original  blue. Some pin prick 
marks on the barrel, top strap and cylinder, 1887  manufac-
ture with matching numbers. VGC, but worn hard rubber 
birds head  grips with rampant horse logo. 
 VG-ExWO&C CLR
 
312 - MKI BREN GUN               
A WWII NZ Military MKI .303 cal BREN light machine 
gun. This Canadian made  gun is marked INGLIS 1943 on 
the right hand side of the receiver and dated  1943 as well as 
marked BREN MKIN and NZ marked. 24” barrel with cor-
rect  sights, carry handle and dial sight fitted to the receiver. 
Metalwork with  near all parkerised finish. VGC woodwork 
complete with bipod and sling but  as per usual missing the 
rear butt stock grip (removed after the war).  Included is its 
correct box with three spare magazines, cleaning kit, spare  
barrel manual and other tools. Now hard to find complete.  
VGWO&C  CLR

313 - THOMPSON 1928 SMG            
An early five digit matching serial number US Thompson 
model of 1928. 13  1/2” .45acp cal ventilated barrel with 
cutts compensator. Left hand side of the receiver marked 
MODEL OF 1928 & savage prefix serial number, fitted with  
Lyman rear sight. Metalwork has near all finish, includes its 
50R L drum  magazine with US marked canvas pouch. ExC 
replaced wood work with straight  forend with sling swivels. 
Also has pistol grip forend missing the screw and  30R stick 
magazine. 1928’s are not often encountered.  
VGWO&C  CLR

314 - GERMAN MG34 MACHINEGUN        
A 1938 dated Nazi German MG34. 27” barrel with correct 
sights and ventilated handguard. The chamber is marked 
BSW (in gothic lettering) and  dated 1938 as well as early 
Waffenamt which are also on the guard, cover,  loading gate 
and receiver which is mismatched numbers as is the stock. 
Metal  work with near overall blue. ExC Bakelite grip and 
wooden butt stock. The  bipod is Nazi code marked as well. 
VGWO&C CLR

315 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES                      
Five 20 shot .45acp magazines to suit the Thompson range 
of S.M.G’s. All  auto ordnance marked and in green canvas 
pouch. ExC 

316 - THREE THOMPSON MAGAZINES                
Seymour and Auto ordnance make 20R magazines. Plus five 
cell canvas pouch.   ExC

317 - THOMPSON ACCESSORY SET                  
An original US Military accessory set for the M1 and M1A1 
WWII period  S.M.G’s. Contains spare parts bag, chamber 
brush, fabric envelope, oil bottle, brass rod, steel buffer, 
guide rod and ejector. ExC

318 - US 07 SLING                             
Original leather and brass pattern 1907 sling to fit  Spring-
field/Garand/Trench gun. Marked M.D.O H&P 19?? (the 
last two digits are  cut off as the stamping is on an angle) GC
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319 - US O7 SLING                             
Similar lot to previous, but makers mark is worn or miss-
ing. GC

320 - MG34 SLING                              
Original brown leather sling for the WWII German MG34. 
Most original finish  on the metal parts.  GC

321 - MG34 MAINTANANCE KIT                    
An original WWII German MG34 leather kit. The pouch 
with makers mark and  dated 1938 and contains: Spanner, 
case extractor, anti aircraft sight, oil  bottle, mit and starter 
tab. Many items are code marked and Waffenamt. VGC

322 - MG42 MAINTANANCE KIT                    
WWII German green canvas with brown leather piping bag 
code marked and dated  44. Contains oil and petrol tins, 
cleaning rod in grease paper, case extractor, cleaning brush-
es, mit and tool. The bag is a little dirty otherwise VGC.

323 - MG34 BARREL                             
A spare barrel and case for the German WWII MG34 MG. 
The barrel is marked  dot 41 and Waffenamt. The metal case  
with black paint finish and Waffenamt  has green webbing 
strap.  VGC

324 - UZI SMG                     
An Isreali Military 9mm cal UZI Submachine gun. 10” bar-
rel with sights on the receiver. The right hand side marked 
with Isreali Military crest as well  as Hebrew writing which 
is also above the three position semi safe and full  auto se-
lector. Metalwork with most overall parkerised finish. Un-
derfolding  metal stock variety and has bayonet lug. GC 
black synthetic pistol grip and  forend. Includes 25R maga-
zine.  VGWO&C  CLR

325 - MADSEN SMG               
A Danish Madsen model 50 9mm submachine gun, 7 1/2” 
barrel. Fixed sights on  the receiver which is marked with 
Danish crest on one side and MADSEN on the other. Side 
folding stock with original 30R magazine. Metalwork with 
most overall black finish with some scratching all over.  
GWO&C  CLR

326 - UNKNOWN SMG                    
A 9mm cal full automatic only SMG of unknown origin. 
The operating system seems to be similar to PPSH which 
leads us to believe it is possibly eastern European. 9 1/4” 
barrel threaded at the muzzle and with ventilated shroud,  
side mounted cocking leaver and fires from open bolt. Black 
plastic pistol  grip and magazine housing, side folding stock 
and approx 30R magazine.   GWO&C  CLR

327 - UZI MAGAZINE                            
25R magazine for the 9mm S.M.G, most overall original 
finish.  GC

328 - STERLING MAGAZINES                      
Two 34R magazines for the British Military Sterling 9mm 
sub machine gun. Loss of finish with some speckling and 
overall brown patina, otherwise GC

329 - STERLING SMG SLING                      
Original British Military marked and dated 1959. Green 
webbing and brass  fittings. As new ExC

330 - SWEDISH SMG MAGAZINE                    
For the 9mm Carl Gustav SMG, 36R capacity, dark patina 
thinning on edges.   GC

331 - STEN MAGAZINE                           
32R 9mm magazine for the British Sten gun. Near all black 
finish.  VGC

332 - S&W AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER       
Smith and Wesson model 12 airweight .38 special revolv-
er. Circa 1960’s, 2”  barrel marked Smith & Wesson and 
the other side AIRWEIGHT 38 SPCL CTG. Alloy  frame 
weighing only 18.8 oz. Metalwork retains nearly all original 
finish  only slightly thinning on the trigger guard edge. VGC 
original wooden grips.  These revolvers were ex Swedish 
Airforce and includes its black leather  holster.  ExWO&C  
CLR

333 - HI POWER PISTOL        
A nice early commercial Browning Hi Power Pistol. 4 1/2” 
9mm cal barrel, the slide with factory adjustable sights 
marked Browning Arms Co on the other  side, made in Bel-
guim FN etc. Metalwork has nearly all original bright blue.  
ExC walnut grips complete with spare magazine, circa 
1980. ExWO&C  B/CLR

334 - CZ85 PISTOL                      
Czech model 85B 9mm semi auto pistol, 5” barrel, the slide 
fitted with fixed  sights and marked CZ etc. Metalwork with 
all original matte finish. ExC  original plastic grips. Includes 
high capacity magazine and 10R magazine plus original box 
in as new ExWO&C B/CLR

335 - AUTO ORDNANCE PISTOL     
A commercial US Thompson Auto-ordnance 1911A1 type 
semi auto pistol. 5”  45acp cal barrel with external com-
penstor and adjustable sights fitted. The  original blue finish 
is thinning in areas. VGC original plastic chequered  grips.  
G-VGWO&C  B/CLR

336 - COLT COMBAT ELITE PISTOL    
A US Colt 1911 type pistol. 5” .38 super cal barrel stainless 
steel frame  with blued slide marked Combat Elite and with 
adjustable sights. After  market polished beavertail and trig-
ger job. Original Colt grips and spare magazine.  VGWO&C  
B/CLR

337 - PISTOL HOLSTER ETC                      
Uncle Mikes Universal nylon belt holster to fit medium/
large auto pistol  plus fobus plastic double mag pouch. Suit 
CZ/Browning or similar 9mm pistol.   VGC

338 - 38 SUPER ACCESSORIES                    
A set of Lee dies and Lee 6 cavity bullet mould and approx 
150 large pistol  primers plus approx 200 fired cases.

339 - REVOLVER PARTS                          
Approx. 50 small parts, including triggers, assorted springs, 
crains,  hammers, sears.

340 - REVOLVER PARTS                          
Similar to previous lot.

341 - ALLAN SHOTGUN                       
A nice quality side by side 12g sidelock shotgun by Scotish 
maker A.  Allan. 30” dumascus barrels marked A. Allan 144 
Trongate Glasgow. The locks, hammers, action and trigger 
bow are engraved with folliage and bird hunting scenes. 
VGC chequered original walnut stock and forend with horn 
tip and  silver escucheon.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

342 - JC LORD SHOTGUN                         
A good quality English boxlock hammerless 12g side by 
side shotgun. 29” blued barrels with cylinder choking and 
swamped rib, marked JC&W LORD LTD BIRMING-
HAM with most overall blue. Heavily engraved action in 
the white. VGC original checkered walnut wood work.  
VGWO&C  ALR

343 - SPANISH SHOTGUN                         
Over and Under 12g Lavrona boxlock shotgun. 28” barrels 
with 3/4 and full  chokes. The action is engraved. Metal-
work with nearly all original blue  finish and some slight 
pinprick marks on the barrel. ExC original wood work  
and includes original box. VGWO&C ALR
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344 - ITALIAN SHOTGUN                         
Over & Under 12g shotgun by Italian company Pedretti. 27 
1/2” barrels with  1/2 and full chokes and retains most origi-
nal blue. The white action is roll  engraved with bird scene. 
GC original wood work with rubber butt pad. VGWO&C  
ALR

345 - REPRODUCTION WALKER REVOLVER
Italian repro of a Colt Walker percussion revolver. 9” 44 
cal barrel.  Metalwork with near all original bright blue and 
case colours. ExC walnut  grips.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

346 - DRAGOON REVOLVER                
An Italian reproduction of a Colt third moldel Draggon 
percussion revolver.  7 1/2” .44 cal barrel with nearly all 
original blue finish, 6 shot cylinder  with scene. Most overall 
case colors on the frame and rammer. Brass trigger guard, 
VGC wood grips. VG-ExWO&C  B/CLR

347 - REPRODUCTION DUELLING PISTOL
A high quality Italian Pedersoli percusssion duelling/target 
pistol.  11”  .45 cal octagonal barrel in stainless steel as is 
the lock plate, cock and  mounts. Set trigger, ExC chequered 
wood work.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

348 - REPRODUCTION FLINTLOCK PISTOL           
A most likely Italian reproduction flintlock Dragoon type 
pistol. 9” .577  caliber round barrel, the metalwork finished 
in the white. Brass forend tip, trigger guard and butt cap 
with lanyard ring, captive ramrod. VGWO&C B/CLR

349 - DRAGOON HOLSTER                         
A good quality reproduction black leather holster and belt to 
suit the Colt  Dragoon or Walker percussion revolvers. The 
flap and the accessory pouch are  marked US. ExC 

350 - AMMUNITION BOARD PRINTS                 
Two prints on basic wood frames. The first for US Cartridge 
Co. B&W  illustrations of their cartridge line circa 1880’s. 
The second also B&W and  cream colour for Kynoch and 
ICI on linen paper, featuring their cartridge line circa 1930’s. 
Both appear to be original period prints and would  benefit 
from re framing, both approx. 85x55cm. GC

351 - ICI DISPLAY SIGN                        
A circa 1960’s polystirine gun shop point of puchase ad-
vertising sign for  ICI’s Blue Star cartridges, features a red 
raised ICI logo and colour  raised shotgun cartridge and two 
gold rifle cartridges. An unusual item with  a low survival 
rate.  VGC

352 - CARTRIDGE DISPLAY SIGNS                 
Two small gun shop display signs made from cardboard. 
One rectangular  63x17cm with the Norma logo. The second 
for Sierra’s 50th anniversary with  picture of the oval board 
35cm across.  VGC

353 - SHALEI BULLET BOARD                     
A small bullet board for Australian bullet company Shalei 
circa 1989 22x29cm  fraturing 10 bullets in circular design. 
Appears hand made and on the back  listed only three made.  
ExC 

354 - ANTIQUE POWDER TIN                      
Now seldom seen original powder tin for British company 
Curtis & Harvey. The blue tin measures 16cm high and has 
the diamond label on the front mostly in tact but the rear 
label missing and most of the seal is present. For its age  it 
is in F-GC

355 - ANTIQUE POWDER TIN                      
Similar to the previous lot but smaller. 13cm High, both dia-
mond labels are mostly present.  GC

356 - BATRAM BAG FLASK                        
A plain copper bag shaped flask for rifle or revolver. Patent 
top marked  Bartram and Co. 18cm high, aged patina some 
minor dings.  GC

357 - BARTRAM FLASK                           
Standard shape copper rifle or pistol flask, patent top marked 
Bartram and  Co. 20cm high with smooth aged patina and 
only minor dings.  VGC

358 - FLASK AND SHOT BAG                      
A small plain unmarked copper flask, 12cm high minor 
dings and wear on the  seams plus a leather shot bag with 
embossed logo ‘GRANTED SOLID LEATHER’.  VGC

359 - POWDER FLASK BOOK                       
By Riling, hard cover, large format with B&W photos, 495 
pages. A complete reference book for identifying powder 
flask from all countries. Now long out  of print, a must have 
for the antique gun collector.  VGC

360 - PINFIRE SHOTGUN                         
A German antique double pinfire fowling piece. 30” 12 bore 
browned barrel  without makers name. The back action lock 
plates are borderline and foliage  engraved plus dog and bird 
hunting scenes. The hammers of dolphin design and  also en-
graved, as is the all steel forend and lever. The scroll shape 
trigger  bow is also engraved with fox and foliage design. 
German proved inside the  action. VGC original walnut butt 
stock with engraved spear shaped finials.  Some dings in the 
wood work and missing swivel, otherwise VGWO&C NLR

361 - SALOON PISTOL                
An antique Warnant patent single shot .22rf cal saloon pis-
tol. 9 1/4”  octagonal barrel with Belgium proof marks and 
most overall original blue,  engraved trigger bow and spear 
point finial. Set triggers and well carved  wooden stock with 
steel butt.  VGWO&C  CLR

362 - SALOON PISTOL                  
A nice example of a German .22 Saloon/gallery single shot 
pistol. 9”  octangonal to round barrel with bulbous end and 
original sights. Spring  assisted opening. Metalwork retains 
nearly all original bright blue finish.  ExC original chquered 
wood grips. Hard to find better.  ExWO&C B/CLR

363 - H&R REVOLVER                 
An unusual American .22rf cal ‘Trappers Model’ revolver. 
6” octagonal barrel  marked H&R etc and top strap marked 
Trappers model. Metalwork has near all original bright blue, 
VGC original oversized wooden grips. 
VG-ExWO&C  B/CLR

364 - PERSIAN DAGGER                          
A very good quality antique Middle Eastern dagger. 8 1/2” 
blade with ribbed spine and star pattern engraved at the 
base. The bone handles with red inlay pattern have a small 
chip on one scale. The wooden scabbard is covered with a 
very nice all over engraved silver plate. The item shows nice  
quality and age.  VGC

365 - MAASAI SPEAR                            
African Maasai hunting/war double ended spear.  1.7m 
overall length with 85cm spear end made from iron with 
hardwood shaft.  The other end is spike point and 46cm 
long.  VGC

366 - AFRICAN SPEAR                           
Most probably North African. 142cm overall with 40cm 
iron spear point, with  nice aged patina and hardwood han-
dle with copper wire banding and feathers.   VGC

367 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE                  
A US Military WWI/II model 1903 Mark I Springfield bolt 
action rifle. 24  1/2” 30.06 cal barrel with original sights, 
bayonet lug and flying bomb dated 744 (WWII rework). 
The chamber is correctly marked US SPRINGFIELD  AR-
MOURY MODEL 1903, MARK I. The receiver has the 
cut out ejection port and  on/off selector for the Pederson 
device. Metalwork has near all finish. VGC  original wood-
work with a professional repair to the wrist. Includes a mod-
ern  reproduction of the pattern 1907 sling. Many Mark I’s 
in storage were  reworked for WWII. VGWO&C ALR
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368 - M17 RIFLE                               
A US WWI period model 1917 bolt action Military rifle. 26” 
barrel with  original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber 
marked US MODEL OF 1917  EDDYSTONE. Flying bomb 
on the bolt handle, action and the barrel dated 1917.  Met-
alwork with dark grey patina with some pitting on the sight 
frame. ExC  original woodwork. Complete with reproduc-
tion pattern 1907 sling. VGWO&C   ALR

369 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                       
A WWI British Military Lee Enfield Number III * .303 cal 
bolt action rifle.  25” barrel with original sights and bayonet 
lug. Metalwork with most overall  finish and marked BSA 
1917. GC woodwork with some dings and scratches.  Com-
plete with sling swivels. GWO&C  ALR

370 - M1 CARBINE                              
US Military WWII period M1 .30 carbine, 17” barrel with 
original sights and  model without bayonet lug. The barrel 
is marked Inland and dated 43, chamber  marked US CAR-
BINE CAL 30 M1 and INLAND behind the original battle 
sight.  Metalwork has near all original finish. VGC original 
wood work and includes  7R magazine.  VGWO&C  ALR

371 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL    
A circa 1930’s German Mauser machine pistol. 5 3/4” 
7.63mm cal barrel, the  chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK 
MAUSER OBENDORF A/N, left hand side of the frame  
with Mauser banner and has Westinger type selector to 
change between semi  and full automatic fire (900rpm). The 
right hand side of the frame marked  with Mauser address. 
Metalwork has dark to grey patina with traces of dull  blue 
and the odd area of pin prick pitting. The original grips are 
complete  but worn and includes its correct Mauser banner 
logo 10R magazine. GWO&C   CLR

372 - MAUSER RED 9 PISTOL             
A WWI Imperial German 9mm cal version of the C96 
‘Broomhandle’ semi  automatic pistol. 5 1/2” 9mm barrel 
with correct sight and marked  WAFFENFABRIK MAUS-
ER OBENDORF A/N. Imperial proof marks and marked 
Germany on  the side. The right hand side of the receiver 
is marked the same as the chamber. Metalwork with dark to 
grey patina with trace of original blue in  areas. A couple of 
isolated areas of pin pricking at the top of the grip and  slide 
rail. VGC original grips with red 9 logo and solid lanyard 
ring.   GWO&C  B/CLR

373 - ORTGIES PISTOL                 
A German Weimar Republic period Ortgies semi auto pis-
tol circa 1922-32, 3  1/4” .32 cal barrel. The slide marked 
DEUTCHEWERKE WERKE ERFURT and ORTGIES  
PATENT on the other side. Metalwork has dark patina and 
some pin pricking on  the grip strap. GC original wood grips 
without logo. The original magazine has a weak  spring oth-
erwise GWO&C CLR 

374 - LUGER PISTOL                      
A German Luger pistol in .30 luger cal. 4” barrel with Wei-
mar provisional proof  mark. The chamber without mark-
ings but similar proof on left hand side. The  toggle is  mis-
matched marked S/42. All other numbers appear to match  
except magazine which has a replaced alloy base plate. Met-
alwork has most  overall blue thinning on the grip straps. 
VGC original chequered wooden  grips. VWO&C  B/CLR

375 - LUGER SIGHT TOOLS                       
A pair of seldom seen sight adjusting tools for the Artillery 
model Luger  pistol. Stamped CM on the top of one of the 
tools, has most overall blue  finish with some staining and 
without proof marks.  VGC

376 - LUGER HOLSTER                           
A leather reproduction holster for the Artillery Luger pistol, 
has nice aged  color and very authentic.  ExC

377 - SADDLE WALLETS                          
A pair of NZMR brown leather saddle wallets, marked 
‘HCV A 12’. VGC

378 - SWORD FROG                              
A very heavy brown leather type similar to a Sam Browne 
but for a large  saddle mounte sword.  VGC 

379 - WWI XMAS TIN                            
A WWI Queen Mary Xmas 1914 gift tin which would have 
contained either  cigarettes or chocolate. Retains all gold 
finish on the inside, thinning on  the outside.  VG-ExC

380 - NZ MEDAL                                
Victorian New Zealand long service medal. Silver with 
green ribbon.  ExC

381 - DEFENCE & KING AND COUNTRY MEDALS       
Two boxed medals. The defence medal 1939-45 with named 
box and ribbon. King  and Empire badge in box.  VGC

382 - TWO AIR FORCE BADGES                    
Wing of RAF Group and Army Air Corp badges.  GC

383 - L1A1 RIFLE                  
A NZ Military ‘SLR’ semi automatic rifle. 25” barrel in-
cluding the original  flash hider and bayonet lug. Metalwork 
marked AD61 for Lithgow 1961 and has  most overall origi-
nal parkerised finish. VGC wooden furniture complete with 
sling  swivels, 20R magazine and green plastic carry handle. 
VGWO&C ELR

384 - STG 58 RIFLE                   
Austrian Steyr STG 58 select fire  version of the FN FAL 
rifle. 22 1/2” 7.62 cal barrel with original flash  hider and 
original sights. The grey parkerised receiver with three posi-
tion  selector marked S+G 58, the otherside STEYR-DAIM-
LER etc and has original folding carry handle. GC original 
synthetic butt stock and pistol grip. Black alloy forend with 
folding bipod. Very rare and unusual to find in NZ 
G-VGWO&C CLR

385 - MI CARBINE                   
A US Military MI carbine. 18” .30MI cal barrel with origi-
nal sight and  bayonet lug and stamped W for Winchester. 
The chamber marked US CARBINE CAL  .30MI. The rear 
marked WINCHESTER and with correct adjustable sight. 
Metalwork with most overall finish, includes its 15R maga-
zine, WWII kakhi  magazine pouch and green web sling and 
oiler. VGWO&C ELR

386 - US TANK MACHINE GUN             
A Vietnam period M73 7.62mm cal machine gun for use 
in tanks. 25” barrel  with full shroud and flash hider. The 
barrel and chamber have been drilled  to deactivate it. The 
rest of the firing system appears to be present. The  receiver 
which is fired by a solenoid or thumb trigger, marked US 
MACHINE  GUN 7.62mm M73E1 GE (Gereral Electric) 
Near all original finish. VGC CLR

387 - MI FOLDING STOCK                        
A high grade reproduction of the WWII Paratroopers fold-
ing MI carbine stock.  Wooden and very authentic down to 
correct rivets etc.  ExC

388 - MI CARBINE MAGAZINES                    
Two 15R magazines for the US MI 30 carbine. Thinning 
original finish on one, the other with most original blue. In-
cludes US marked dark green double  pouch.  VGC

389 - MI CARBINE A CAT MAGAZINE               
7R 30 MI magazine and double US green pouch. VGC

390 - GARAND CLIPS                            
Six magazine charger clips for the US MI Garand rifle.  ExC

391 - SLR PARTS                               
A bag containing assorted L1A1 parts including two car-
ry handles, cut down magazine, main springs, dust cover, 
sight, selector swivel and more.  GC

392 - ARIO BOLT                               
A very scarce complete Bolt and carrier for he Armalite 
AR10 rifle in as new  ExC.
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393 - AR10 MAGAZINE                           
20R magazine for the 7.62 cal Armalite AR10 rifle. Waffle 
pattern with all  original finish and marked Armalite. ExC

394 - STECHKIN MACHINE PISTOL       
A rare Soviet Union Stechkin (APS) machine pistol. 5 1/2” 
barrel in 9x18  Makarov cal. The slide fitted with fixed fore 
sight and rolling adjustable  rear sight. The left hand side has 
a three position selector making it  capable of semi and full 
automatic fire at 750 rpm. Russian arsenal marked  and the 
metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC brown 
plastic  chequered grips. Includes its ExC dark brown plastic 
shoulder stock/holster with leather strap plus original 20R 
magazine and three extra magazines. This pistol has been 
modified to make it only capable of semi automatic  fire.  
ExWO&C  CLR

395 - MAKAROV PISTOL              
A Soviet Military Makarov semi automatic pistol. 3 3/4” 
9x18 Makarov cal  barrel. The frame dated 1975 and with 
arsenal mark. Metalwork has near all  original finish with a 
small isolated spot of minor pin pricking on the slide. ExC 
original brown chequered plastic grips with Russian star.  
VGWO&C  CLR

396 - TOKAREV PISTOL                  
A Hungarian TT Tokarev 7.63 cal pistol. 4 1/2” barrel, slide 
with original sights and fire cocking grooves. Frame dated 
47, most overall finish, GC  Bakelite grips. Includes two 
magazines re-numbered to the gun and original  leather hol-
ster with cleaning rod.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

397 - NAGANT REVOLVER                 
A Belgian made Nagant Army model 1887 double action 
revolver. 4 1/2” 7.5mm  cal octagonal to round barrel with 
correct sight and Belgian proved. The frame is marked BRC/
CT NAGANT. Metalwork with most overall original blue  
some holster pitting on one side of the barrel. Worn but GC 
original grips  with lanyard ring.  GWO&C  B/CLR

398 - GERBER FIGHTING KNIFE                   
A limited edition and numbered ‘Veitnam Tribute Collec-
tion’ commemorative  Gerber Mark II fighting knife. 6 1/2” 
double edged blade etched with  fighting scene and HON-
OUR OF THE UNITED STATES MARINES VIETNAM 
1961-73. The  handle is camoflauge anodized alluminium 
with Marine corp logo. In its  original wooden box with cer-
tificate.  VGC 

399 - US COMMANDO KNIFE                       
A limited edition Vietnam commerative dagger. Based on 
the John EK Model 4  knife. 6 1/2” double edged blade. 
One side etched in gold IN HONOUR OF US  MARINE 
RECON and jungle scene, the other side with previous own-
ers name  lightly etched. The wooden grip scales with gold 
plated pins and crossguard  has original wood and plastic 
display box.  VGC

400 - M3 TRENCH KNIFE                         
A US Army commemorative M3 trench knife. 6 1/2” 
blued blade with gold etching ‘1ST CAVALRY DIVISION 
WORLD WAR II KOREA VIETNAM’ and Army logo. The  
other side lightly etched with original owners name and se-
rial #, gold  plated pommel and guard, leather stacked han-
dle with inset Army logo.  VGC

401 - GERMAN TRENCH KNIFE                     
WWI original trench knife. 6” blade marked GERMANY 
and faint makers logo and  dark patina. VGC original wood 
grips. The steel scabbard has a ‘trench  repair’ to the belt 
loop. Appears to be made from luger leather work and  at-
tached with barbed wire.  VGC

402 - HUNTING KNIFE                           
An unusual German hunting knife. 4” spare point blade, ani-
mal foot handle  and leather sheath.  ExC

403 - COLLECTORS 32 AMMO                      
A packet of UMC Remington .32 short rim fire ammo, 50R. 
Red label on tarten  pattern box.  VGC  ALR

404 - COLLECTORS .500 AMMO                    
A Kynock 5R packet of .500 nitro express. Yellow and red 
box.  VGC ALR

405 - H&H OIL BOTTLE                          
Square design 37mmx37x50mmH, marked Holland & Hol-
land. Retains nearly all  nickel plating. Suit fine cased gun.  
VGC

406 - OIL BOTTLE                              
Round style 50mm high marked Willam Evans and retains 
all nickel plating.  Suit fine cased gun.  ExC

407 - MAS 36 RIFLE                            
A French Military Model 1936 bolt action rifle. 25” 7.5x54 
cal barrel with  original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver 
is marked MAS M/e 1936-51.  Metalwork has all original 
parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork with a  couple of 
minor dings. This rifle is the best example we have seen in 
as  issued ExWO&C  ALR

408 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                       
British Military WWI period SMLE # 3 * bolt action ri-
fle. 25” 303 cal barrel  with original sights and bayonet lug. 
The wrist marked ENFIELD 1916 SMLE  III*. Metalwork 
has most overall finish, thinning on the magazine and barrel  
band. GC original woodwork complete with sling swivels 
but missing disc.   GWO&C  ALR

409 - ARISAKA RIFLE                           
A WWII Imperial Japanese type 38 bolt action rifle. 32” 6.5 
cal barrel with  original sights and bayonet lug. Chrysan-
themum mon on the chamber and Kokura  arsenal mark on 
the receiver. Metalwork has most overall thinning blue. As  
usual with Arisaka’s the original woodwork is quite heavily 
bruised but is  complete.  GWO&C ALR

410 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE                      
A Russian WWII 7x54R M44 carbine. 21” barrel with bayo-
net and original  sights. Arsenal marked, dated 44. Retains 
most overall finish, VG stock and  complete with cleaning 
kit, sling and pouch. VGWO&C  ALR

411 - NAGANT M38 CARBINE                      
WWII Russian Nagant carbine. 20 1/2” barrel with origi-
nal sights and model without bayonet. The chamber marked 
1944 etc. Metalwork with most overall arsenal refinish. 
VGC woodwork and includes cleaning rod and kit in  pouch 
plus sling. VGWO&C ALR

412 - H&K G3 SCOPE                            
Original German Military Hendsoldt telescopic sight and 
mount for the G3  rifle. The scope is marked with company 
logo as well as FERO - 224 Nato  number and dated 1985. 
Includes its quick release mount and original carry case with 
accessories. ExWO&C  

413 - MAS 49 TELESCOPIC SIGHT                 
Original telescopic sight and mount for the French MAS 49 
rifle. The  optic is marked APX L806. Most overall origi-
nal black finish thinning on the  mount. Includes rubber eye 
piece and original leather carry case. Missing one of the tur-
ret covers otherwise VGWO&C

414 - ELCAN TELESCOPIC SIGHT                  
A very high grade Canadian Elcan optical sight for the M16/
AR15. The model  is the M145-M4W which has the M4 
LED ranging recticle. Included is its  integral mount to fit 
on flat top AR rifles and retain zero when removed. As  used 
by the US Army. In its original unopened plastic wraped 
padkaging. NEW  ExC 

415 - H&K STOCK                               
Original telescopic sliding stock for the Heckler and Koch 
33/93 rifle.   ExC 

416 - SUREFIRE SCOUT WEAPONS LIGHT            
High quality US Surefire M6 scout weapons light and mount 
to fit weapons  rail. Led light with either cord remote or push 
button. In as new ExC
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417 - SUREFIRE WEAPONS LIGHT                  
Model A191591 flashlight with weapons mount. Has remote 
and push button  on/off. ExC

418 - P38 PISTOL                   
WWII Nazi German Walther P38 9mm pistol. 5” barrel with 
original sights. The  slide marked P38 ac 42 and Waffen 
amt on the otherside as well as the slide.  Metalwork with 
near all overall blue. The grips are good quality grooved  
type post war replacement, the magazine is Nazi marked.  
VGWO&C  B/CLR

419 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL         
A rare circa 1970’s German Walther TPH .22lr pocket pistol. 
2 1/2” barrel, with 1972 Ulm proof mark. The slide marked 
with Ulm address and Walther  Bunner. Metalwork with all 
original bright blue. ExC original black plastic grips. In-
cluded is its original woodgrain cardboard box containing 
manual,  test target and cleaning rod. This gun is as good as 
it gets, in as new  ExWO&C  CLR

420 - WALTHER 1925 PISTOL         
Model Olympia 1 (or 1925) .22lr semi auto pistol. The origi-
nal barrel has been shortend to just in front of the square 
section and measures 3 3/4” and  has replacement foresight, 
Walther banner on left hand side and Zella-Mehlis  address 
on the other. Metalwork has most overall blue and VGC 
original  checkered wood grips.  GWO&C CLR

421 - POST WAR P38 PISTOL           
A German Military/Police P1 model of the P38 9mm cal 
semi auto pistol. 5” barrel with fixed sights. The slide 
marked with Walther banner and Ulm  address as well as P1 
on the other side dated 66. Near all original parkerised fin-
ish and glosss black on he frame. ExC original grips and P1  
marked magazine.  VG-ExWO&C  B/CLR

422 - K98 BAYONET                             
3rd model with wooden handle. 9 3/4” blued knife blade 
marked 42 cot.  Includes steel scabbard.  VGC

423 - K98 BAYONET                             
3rd model with grooved Bakelite handle. 9 3/4” blued knife 
blade and  includes steel scabbard.  VGC

424 - M1898/05 BAYONET                        
German Gewehr bayonet. 14 1/4” blade without saw back 
and marked HENKELS WERKE. Grooved wooden grip 
and steel scabbard.  GC

425 - M1917 SWORD BAYONET                     
To fit the M17 Enfield rifle. 16 1/2” blade with flying bomb 
and US marks, the other side 1917 REMINGTON. Two 
grooved wooden handles and cleaning hole  in pommel. In-
cludes original scabbard.  VGC

426 - LEBEL BAYONET                           
For the French model 1886 Lebel rifle. 20 1/2” Cruciform 
blade and hooked  quilion and button catch with steel handle 
and scabbard. VGC

427 - KING COBRA REVOLVER           
Colt double action 357 cal revolver. 6” full under lug bar-
rel marked KING  COBRA cal and Colt address. Original 
adjustable sights. Stainless steel  metalwork with a couple of 
minor scratches. ExC original Pachmayr rubber  grips with 
Colt logo. Includes its original 1980’s maroon cardboard 
box and  instructions.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

428 - S&W 9MM PISTOL             
US Smith & Wesson model 39.2 9mm cal semi auto pistol. 
4” barrel with  original adjustable sights. The slide marked 
S&W etc and frame with model  designation. Metalwork 
has near all original finish on the steel slide and  alloy frame. 
Some deteriation of the logo on the original chequered wood  
grips otherwise ExWO&C  B/CLR

429 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL    
A Belgian FN made Hi Power GP competition model pis-
tol. 6” 9mm barrel with  front counterweight. The rear sight 
is correct adjustable detent type. The side marked FN etc 
and Browning US address. This model also features an  
improved barrel bushing and decreased trigger pull. Metal-
work has near all  original finish, thinning on the beaver tail 
and edges. Original rubber  Pachmayer wrap around grips. 
Includes original Browning marked plastic box  & two spare 
13R magazines and cleaning rod. G-VGWO&C  B/CLR

430 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER                
A US Ruger single action revolver. 6 1/4” .357 cal barrel 
and cylinder but  also includes a 9mm cal cylinder to shoot 
both calibers. Metalwork has near all original blue finish. 
ExC original wooden grips, complete with original  
cardboard box. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

431 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL           
A circa 1920 Colt .22rf semi automatic pistol. 6 1/2” bar-
rel with correct  sights and Colt address. Slide marked with 
Colt logo. Metalwork with dark patina and pitting. GC worn 
original grips and Colt marked original  magazine. Ideal for 
restoration or full supression project. Missing firing pin.  FC 
B/CLR

432 - US SHOULDER HOLSTER                     
The same pattern as the M7 WWII 1911A1 leather shoulder 
holster. Tan leather  marked US & BOLAN Leather INC. 
GC

433 - RNZAF HOLSTER                           
RNZAF marked leather pilots shoulder holster for Hi Power 
pistol. GC

434 - HI POWER HOLSTER                        
British Military pattern 58 green webbing flap holster for 
the 9mm Browning.  GC

435 - HI POWER MAGAZINES & GRIPS              
Pair of original plastic grips and two magazines for the 
Browning 9mm  Pistol.  VGC

436 - M2 CARBINE                
A US Military M2 automatic .30 carbine. 18” barrel with 
original bayonet  lug, sights and dated 44. The chamber is 
marked US CARBINE CAL 30 M2  (overstamped) and has 
the selector lever. The rear marked INLAND and  fitted with 
original adjustable sight. Metalwork with most overall fin-
ish  thinning on the receiver. GC original woodwork with 
some dings and includes  sling oiler and 30R magazine. 
GWO&C  CLR

437 - JUNGLE CARBINE                          
A British Military No 5 MKI bolt action carbine. 20 1/2” 
.303 cal barrel  with bayonet lug and flash hider. The re-
ceiver marked and dated 11/46.  Metalwork with near all fin-
ish. ExC original woodwork and includes matching  number 
magazine.  VG-ExWO&C  ALR

438 - MAUSER 71/84 RIFLE                      
German Military bolt action rifle. 30 1/2” 11x60 cal barrel 
with original  sights and bayonet lug. The top of the cham-
ber is marked SPANDAU as well as German proofs. The 
receiver in the white is marked IG MOD 71/84. The trigger  
guard has slight traces of gold gilt (most likely a paraderi-
fle at some  point). VGC original woodwork with original 
sling. A seldom seen and  important forerunner to the 98. 
VGWO&C  ALR

439 - SCHMIDT RUBEN RIFLE                     
K31 model Swiss Military straight pull bolt action rifle. 
25” 7.5x55 cal  barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and 
muzzle protector. Marked with  Swiss ordnance cross on the 
chamber. Metalwork has most overall thinning  blue, F-GC 
original wood work with dings and sctatches. Includes origi-
nal  sling.  GWO&C  ALR
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440 - SCHMIDT RUBEN K11 RIFLE                 
Swiss Militay straight pull rifle. 23” 7.5x55 cal barrel with 
original  sights, muzzle protector and bayonet lug. Chamber 
Swiss ordnance marked.  Metalwork has dark grey patina 
with traces of original blue VGC original  woodwork with 
some dings etc and includes original sling. 
 G-VGWO&C  ALR

441 - REPRODUCTION MUSKET                     
Indian made reproduction of the British pattern 53 three 
band percussion  rifle. 36” barrel with sights. The barrel, 
bands and lock plate retaining  all blue, the triggerguard and 
butt plate. ExC woodwork.  ExWO&C  ALR

442 - RUSSIAN BELT LOADER                     
A belt loading device for the Russian Maxim or RPK 7x54R 
cal MG’s. VGC

443 - BREN GUN LOADER                         
A seldom seen magazine loading device for the BREN 
LMG. Alloy construction  and broad arrow marked.  VGC

444 - BREN MAGAZINES                          
12 303 cal magazines in original marked steel box.  VGC

445 - THE ‘INFALLIBLE’ PISTOL        
A very scarce American Warner Arns Co. Infalible model 
semi auto pistol, circa 1917-1919. 3 1/4” .32 cal barrel, slide 
marked with makers details  etc. The cocking handle is a 
replacment and the bolt release is missing the  chquered but-
ton. Metelwork with dark patina missing on grip panel and 
the  other side missing a small section at the top. A pro-
ject gun for this  unusual low production Americal pistol.  
PWO&C  CLR

446 - BULL DOG REVOLVER             
2 1/2” 32  cal octangonal barrel marked American Bull Dog 
on the top.  Nickel plated finish missing in parts. Dogs head 
logo hard rubber grips.  F-GWO&C  CLR

447 - COLT REVOLVER                 
A Colt circa 1920 Pocket Postitive model double action re-
volver. 2 3/4” 32 Colt Police Positive caliber replacement 
barrel with correct sight. Metalwork  with most overall blue, 
GC original Colt logo wooden grips.  GWO&C  CLR

448 - REPRODUCTION 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
A Belgian made reproduction .44 cal percussion revolver. 
8” barrel with near  all original blue. The cylinder with en-
graved scene. Case colored frame and  rammer plus brass 
triggerguard. VGC wooden grips.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

449 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of a Colt model 1862 Navy percussion 
revolver. 7  1/2” .36 cal barrel. Metalwork with near all 
original bright blue and case  colours, ExC walnut grips and 
includes a leather holster.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

450 - REPRO COLT POCKET NAVY REVOLVER  
Uberti reproduction of a percussion .36 cal Colt pocket 
Navy revolver with  a 5” octagonal barrel, brass frame 
and case hardend ramer. Near all original blue finish. VGC 
wooden grips. VGWO&C  B/CLR

451 - REPRODUCTION COLT POCKET REVOLVER       
Italian 5 shot repro percussion 1851 pocket revolver. 4” .31 
cal barrel.  Metalwork wiht all original bright blue and case 
colours. ExC walnut grip.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

452 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE                     
A circa 1960 Winchester model 94 lever action rifle. 20” 
30-30 cal barrel  with full length magazine, original sights 
and Winchester address. Metalwork  with most overall blue 
with slight staining. GC original woodwork. G-VGWO&C   
ALR

453 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE                   
A 8mm cal Mauser 98 sporting rifle. 22 1/2” barrel with 
original sights and  sling swivel. The receiver is borderline 
and swamp engraved and marked GWFE. The base plate 
and triggerguard are also engraved. The rear set trigger  has 
been removed. VGC chequered walnut stock with steel butt 
plate. VGWO&C   ALR

454 - SAIGA AK RIFLE                          
A Russian 7x39 cal SAIGA semi auto rifle. 16” barrel with 
original sights.  Near all original finish, Draganov style syn-
thetic stock and 30R magazine.  VGWO&C  ELR

455 - SKS RIFLE                               
Chinese made 7x39 cal semi auto rifle. 16” barrel with origi-
nal sights and  without bayonet or lug. Near all original fin-
ish on the metalwork. 7R magazine,  VGC original wood-
work with sling.  VGWO&C  ALR

456 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN                       
A high grade US Remington model 105 CTI 12g semi auto 
shotgun. 28” barrel  with interchangable chokes. Steel and 
carbon fibre action with bottom  ejection. Walnut chequered 
stock with rubber but pad, includes original  plastic carry 
case with spare chokes and manual. Replacement valve is  
approx. $2500.00. ExWO&C ALR

457 - ITALIAN SHOTGUN                         
12g O/U shotgun by Italian company Emilio Fizzini. 27 1/2” 
barrels with  70mm chamber and interchangable chokes (4 
with gun). The action is fully  roll engraved with foliage 
and bird scene. Most overall slightly thinning  blue on the 
barrel. VGC original woodwork and includes carry case.  
VGWO&C   ALR

458 - SIMSON SHOTGUN                          
O/U German Simson 12g shotgun. 27 1/2” barrels with 1/2 
& 1/4 chokes and  retaining most original blue. The action 
finished in the white and with some  foliage engraving. GC 
original woodwork.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

459 - RUSSIAN SHOTGUN                         
Side by side 12g shotgun. 28” barrel with 1/2 & full chokes 
and most blue  thinning in a couple of areas. GC original 
woodwork.  GWO&C ALR

460 - PIEPER SHOTGUN                          
Belgian 12g side by side hammerless boxlock shotgun. 27 
1/2” barrels with  3/4 and full chokes, swamped pattern on 
the rib and thinning original  blue. The action is engraved. 
GC woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

461 - BELGIAN RIFLE                           
Antique Martini action falling block single shot rifle. 23 
1/2” 38-40 cal  octagonal barrel with original sights and 
marked THE PIEPER RIFLE LIEGE.  Metalwork with dark 
grey patina. VGC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

462 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE                 
US Stevens single shot rifle. 20 1/2” octagonal to round 32 
long cal barrel  with original sights. Metalwork with most 
overall refinish, GC woodwork.  VGWO&C  ALR

463 - M14 MAGAZINES                           
Two 20R magazines for the M14/M305 7.62 rifle.  ExC

464 - M14 SLINGS                              
Four US Webbing M14 slings. GC

465 - MG34 ANIT AIRCRAFT MOUNT                
Original Nazi German anti aircraft tripod mount. Steel con-
struction with  dark patina and clear Waffenamt. Has leather 
strap.  VGC

466 - MG34 CARY HANDLE                        
Original carry handle for the German MG. Steel with wood 
handle. GC
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467 - MG34 AMMO ETC                           
An original Desert tan German MG34/42 ammo tin contain-
ing four 50R sections  of link and Waffenamt starter tab. 
VGC

468 - SAVAGE 223 RIFLE                        
US Savage model 16FSS  bolt action rifle. 22” .223 cal bar-
rel without sights fitted and threaded for silencer. Adjustable 
trigger and accustock  model with removeable box maga-
zine. Stainless steel metalwork and synthetic stock. Latest 
model and shows little use.  ExWO&C  ALR

469 - HENRY 22 RIFLE                          
US Henry Arms .22lr lever action rifle. 18 1/2” barrel with 
original sights  and full tube magazine. Metalwork with near 
all original blue. ExC original  woodwork.  ExWO&C  ALR

470 - 22 MAGNUM AMMO                          
800R’s of Winchester SuperX .22 magnum ammo in origi-
nal boxes.  ExC ALR

471 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
30R magazine for the 7x39 AK47/56S rifle.  ExC

472 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
Similar to previous lot.  ExC

473 - US NAVEL UNIFORM                        
1935 Blue US Navel uniform consisting of top and trousers. 
VGC

474 - GERMAN BUCKLE                           
WWI Prussian belt buckle. Imperial crown encircled with 
logo and reath.  GOTT MIT UNS.  VGC

475 - LUGER MANUAL                            
A very rare original faded green cardboard fold out manual 
for the Luger P08 pistol. Written in German. Folds in to 
three sections and printed on both  sides with line drawing 
on two.  VGC
 
476 - P38 MANUAL                              
A rare original German P38 pistol fold out manual, dated 
1942. Printed on  both sides in German as well as line draw-
ings. Faded green card folding in  to three sections.  VGC

477 - MP40 SLING                              
Original Nazi German leather sling for the MP38/40 SMG. 
The ordnance code is  hard to read, dated 43 and Waffenamt, 
leather in VGC. 

478 - K98 SLING                               
Genuine WWII German 98K leather sling. Marked Frost & 
? Breslav 1940 and  Waffenamt.  VGC

479 - K98 SLING                               
Genuine WWII German 98K leather sling. Marked gfo 1943 
and Waffenamt.  VGC

480 - K98 CLEANING KIT                        
Original WWII K98 cleaning kit. Metal tin marked G Appel 
1938. Contains  chain, brush, oil bottle etc and tool. Appears 
complete.  VGC

481 - K98 CLEANING ROD                        
Steel cleaning rod for the German Military Mauser rifle.  GC

458 459

462 461

460

465 pictured with lot 60

Estimates - Although we do not print estimated prices 
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact 

Greg on +64 9 579-3771 
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NOTES 
 

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits. 
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you 
will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you 
can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date 

 
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% 
surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express. 
 
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue. 

 
POSTAL BIDDERS 

We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next 
highest postal bid, bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two 
bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the 
postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. 
Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as 
delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our 
courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an 
estimate on freight and other charges. 

 
BUYERS PREMIUM 

10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only 
 

POSTAL  REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT 
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement 
from a police officer validating your license. A form can be downloaded from our 
website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit 
to procure before delivery. 

 
CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS 

ExWO&C    Excellent working order & condition 
VGWO&C   Very good working order & condition 
GWO&C     Good Working order & condition 
ExC             Excellent condition 
VGC            Very good conditon 
GC              Good condition 
FC               Fair condition 
PC               Poor condition 

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS 
ALR       Standard firearms license 
BLR       Pistol shooters license 
CLR       Collectors license 
ELR        Military style semi automatic license 
NLR       No license require 
 
White tickets on firearms mean standard license 
required 
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license 
required 
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required 

CONTACT DETAILS 
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns  
Telephone         +64 9 579-3771 
Fax                     +64 9 537-1629 
Email                 greg@guns.co.nz  
Website             www.guns.co.nz  
Postal                P.O Box 112313 
                           Penrose 1061  
                           Auckland NZ 

 



1.     Buyers Premium. Buyers  will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.
Vendors will be charged 10% selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.

2.     All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full
discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither
they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect
in it, & make no warrant whatever.  Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all
such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on
any such lots.

3.     The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the
Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.

4.     No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.

5.     All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.

6.     The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In
default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.

7.     The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but
they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for,  they may be sold immediately without prior
notice being given to the defaulter.

8.     Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.

9.     Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification
in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3%
service charge will apply.

10.    The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.

11. POSTAL BIDS:    Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve.
All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license.  Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder.  we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES.  We take all care but accept no responsibility.  Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE,  DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.

13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details

14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels

15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.

CARVELL’S  AUCTIONS
STANDARD  CONDITIONS  OF SALE

standard condition and notes.p65 9/24/2006, 3:18 PM1



CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM
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Name:

Address:

Credit Card#                                                                                           Exp      /

Signature   Firearms License#

  Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa�  Mastercard�  Cheque�
Bank Cheque�  Telegraphic transfer� * 3% surcharge for credit cards

�

New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card

details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one

received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.

Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 537-1629 or post to Carvell’s Auctions -

P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand

Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction

Signature:                                                                      Date:

Lot# Description of Lot Maximum Bid NZ$

postal bidding form cut out type.p65 10/5/2009, 7:21 PM1




